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PREFACE
It is the purpose of this thesis to present a system-
atic approach to diagnosing and correcting pupil-difficul-
ties in addition.
The amount of material already available in the re-
search of authorities in the field of mathematics makes
any original contribution improbable and the writer pre-
sents no claim for originality in subject matter. The
only novelty claimed is in the arrangement of such sub-
ject matter (collected from various authors) in a logical
order. The experimental aspect of the problem lies in
the results obtained in applying the method here-in pre-
sented, in a class in corrective arithmetic and in an in-
dividual case.
The experimental group was made up of children from
grades 4, 5, and 6 in a public school. They were assigned
to the group because of failure in the arithmetic of
their respective grades. The range in chronological age
was from eight to twelve years. The range in mental age
was from eight years nine months to sixteen years three
months. The range in intelligence quotient was from 84
to 132 with 162.5 as a median. There were seven boys and
sixteen girls in the group.
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The individual case was that of a private school
boy whose chronological age was nine years eight months
and his intelligence quotient 96. He was in grade 3,
having difficulty with addition, and unable to go on with
the class, which had covered subtraction facts and were
going on with multiplication.
Wherever possible, the writer has given illustra-
tions from the paper of the pupil involved and the pu-
pil's number is mentioned. Many of the fifty-four addi-
tion difficulties listed were not discovered in the anal-
ysis of the pupils' work.. Other experimenters have found
these difficulties and they are listed in order to make
an all-inclusive set-up for use in diagnosis.
Certain charts are presented with two purposes in
view. When a chart is referred to as "Form", it is sug-
gested as a convenient means for a teacher to use in re-
cording data. When a chart is referred to as "Fig.", it
contains data obtained in the study here-in presented.
The introduction contains a discussion of the gener-
al causes of failure, the selection of pupils for a cor-
rective group, and suggestions for procedure. Chapter I
discusses the recording of general factors affecting the
learning and application of skill in addition. Chapter II
deals with group diagnosis. Chapter III is devoted to
corrective methods in groups. Chapter IV is concerned
iv

with individual diagnosis, and Chapter V with individual
corrective methods.
It is the hope of the writer that the technique pre-
sented in dealing with addition may be applied by the
teacher for a similar purpose in subtraction, multiplica-
tion, and division.
The writer here-by acknowledges indebtedness to Dr.
Guy M.Wilson for the inspiration and guidance in prepar-
ing this thesis wnich is offered to help boys and girls
who are in a s$ate of confusion in arithmetic. It is
hoped that this work will in some measure atone for the
sins committed in the name of education which have re-
sulted in confusions induced by the writer as a teacher
of mathematics.
Thanks is also extended to Dr.D.D.Durrell in whose
classes many helpful suggestions as to techniques have
been received.
Grateful acknowledgement is also made to Miss Ger-
trude Hanley and Roman Pucko for their help as co-workers
and to the children who have cooperated as members of the
class in "Corrective Arithmetic.
For an opportunity to do corrective work, with an in-
dividual pupil, appreciation is expressed to Mr, Clarence
E.Allen, Headmaster of The Rivers School, and President of
The Private School Association of Boston,
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1INTRODUCTION
Until the arrival of that Utopian day when every
teacher shall be a psychologist, a psychiatrist, and a
subject-matter specialist, we shall continue to find pu-
pils in a lamentable state of confusion with respect to
educational skills and knowledges. Much is being done
by the proponents of the activity program, the progres-
sives, and those who advocate social usage as a criterion
for the drill subjects, but unfortunately, a little
leaven does not leaven the whole.
Our new conception of the need for the treatment of
individual differences has not been met with adequate
methods. Homogeneous grouping is merely refined hetero-
geneity. Such methods as exemplified by the Dalton Plan
and the Winnetka Technique are usually poorly employed by
the average teacher. Efforts to provide for individual
differences are submerged by administrative necessity for
balancing class size, providing for irregular schedules,
etc. Teacher- load makes mass-method expedient. These
factors, together with inefficient teaching, make the el-
ementary school a hot-house of confusions.
The scientific method has run rampant in an attempt
to place the cause of failure at the feet of physiolog-
ical, psychological, environmental, and hereditary factors

in the child's life. Evidence coming to light in an ex-
periment still in process, tends to uphold the contention
of Durrell that most confusions are teacher- indue ed.
Arithmetic heads the list as the subject in which el-
ementary school pupils fail most often. In spite of this
fact, writers of arithmetic text hooks (with few exceptions)
continue to burden the children with traditional methods
and subject-matter. The confusions resulting make a study
of diagnostic and corrective measures a necessity.
Undoubtedly, the most prevalent method employed in
dealing with children who are failing is to have them re-
peat a grade unless the failure is limited to one subject,
in which case the pupil is promoted. He takes with him
his accumulated errors, is allowed to establish more firm-
ly the incorrect bonds, and is forced into more confusion
by new material which needs mastery in previous skills
and knowledges for success in the new undertaking. This
method takes no account of such causes of failure as the
foliowing:
-
l.A pupil may fail because the work is too complex
for his mental level. Although he may be nine years old
chronologically, his mental age may be eight, and he will
not be able to succeed on the nine-year level. The child
whose mental age is below his chronological age will be
( 1) Durrell, D.D., "Confusions in Learning",
Education
. 52:Feb. , 1932, pp. 330-333.

able to go on acquiring mathematical skill, and must not
be mistaken for the child whose native ability is low and
incapable of development beyond a certain stage. "There
is a point in a child's mental growth before which it is
not effective to teach a given process in arithmetic and
after which that process can be taught reasonably effect-
ively." 1
2. Children vary in the rate at which they learn, and
failure is often due to the fact that a child can not
keep up with the pace set by the class. His ability to
learn and his mental level may correspond to that of the
class, but he must have more time in which to accomplish
the same task.
3. If an assignment is not beyond the mental level of
the pupil, his failure to understand what is wanted may
be attributed to the teacher's inability to give a clear
explanation.
4. Lacking in the will to work may be due to the
absence of proper motivation, despair over lack of suc-
cess due to confusions, poor teacher-pupil attitude, emo-
tional conflicts, and physiological handicaps. A child
who is suffering from pain or hunger cannot have the will
to work, whether the pain and hunger come from physical
needs or the desire for success, recognition, or a sense
of security.
(1) Washburn, C.V/., "Mental Age and the Arithmetic Curri-
culum", Journal of Educational Research
, #23,1931,
p. 229.

5. Many failures are caused by gaps in knowledge due
to absences, changing schools, and passing over to a new
process before previous steps are mastered, Myers claims
that 60 percent of errors are due to failure of the pupil
to comprehend the problem and 20 percent are due to lack
of knowledge of fundamentals ,^
THE SELECTION OF PUPILS FOR CORRECTIVE WORK:- In the
absence of a periodic administration of survey tests, the
necessity for corrective work is brought to the teacher's
attention by repeated failure on the part of the pupil.
Even when tests are not given at regular intervals, there
is no excuse for waiting until the end of a school year
to do something about failure. A teacher knows from day
to day which pupils are not meeting with success. The
teacher will probably know in general what is giving
trouble; addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
fractions, decimals, or percentage. When one or more of
these major topics is located, the right test will help
to determine what phases of the topic in question are
causing the trouble. If the teacher is unable to locate
the pupil's difficulty it will be wise to start with an
inventory test in addition. A thirty-minute period will
suffice for such a test.
"The group diagnostic test will not only show
(l)Ltyers,G.C., The Prevention and Correction of Errors in
Arithmetic
. Chicago, The Plymouth Press, 1925, p. 58.

5the level of ability of pupils in various op-
erations, but will point out pupil weaknesses
so that the teacher may organize his work in
such a way as to give some time to those who
are below the standard and omit deadening
drill for those who are above. "1
PROCEDURE AFTER SELECTION OF PUPILS:- Having selected
a group of pupils who need corrective work, the first
step is to list them in alphabetical order and assign to
each a number. These numbers will afford a convenient
means of recording data. The next step will be to fill
in as much data as possible on the "Summary of General
Factors Affecting Learning and Application of Operations
in Arithmetic" sheet, Form I, page 9. The inventory test-
ing in addition is the next step, A careful examina-
tion of each pupil's test will enable the teacher to
locate some of the difficulties and list them on the
"Diagnostic Summary of Addition Difficulties" sheet, Form
VIII, page 34. Further analysis of pupil's daily work
on paper and at the board will supplement the list of dif-
ficulties found on the inventory test.
"Until one knows what are the hard spots in learn-
ing arithmetic, and until he knows what difficulties
are experienced in the various classes in a school,
he is unable to address himself definitely to the
problem of helping children in the most efficient
manner. "2
( 1) Green, C.E., and Buswell, G.T., "Testing, Diagnosis, and
Remedial V/ork in Arithmetic", Twenty-ninth Yearbook
of the National Society for the Study of Education ,
Bloomington, Illinois, Public School Publishing Compam
1930, p. 271.
(2) Ibid., p. 270.
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The process test in addition will not locate all of the
unknown primary combinations. It will be necessary to
give an inventory test to determine the unknown combina-
tions of each pupil. The method is described in Chapter
II. The next task for the teacher will be the recording
of data for the purpose of interpretation and treatment
in corrective work. Records are indispensable in diagnos-
tic and corrective measures. It is imperative that the
teacher have as much information as possible to start
with and that he keep a daily record of procedure and pro-
gress. In the following pages forms for keeping records
are presented.
*************
===================^

8CHAPTER I
GENERAL FACTORS AFFECTING LEARNING
Although data gathered by Gates shows that there
are many left-handed pupils who do not seem to be having
difficulty in school work, it does not follow that we
should discard left-handedness as a possible cause of
difficulty. 1 The inference is that we shpuld avoid attrib-
uting to certain phenomena what should be blamed on poor
teaching. Perhaps it would be more expedient for the
instructor to exhaust all possible methods of teaching
before interpreting the data recorded on the "Summary of
General Factors" form, page 9. However, a discrete inter-
pretation should be an aid to the teacher in modifying
his methods to suit the needs of pupils. If the pupils
do not respond to group treatment as outlined in Chapter
III, the general factors summary will be an aid in adapt-
ing methods to individual corrective work, as described
in Chapter V.
(1) Suggested in a speech by A.I.Gates of Columbia, at the
Elementary School Conference, Boston University,
January 19,1935.

Form I.
SUMMARY OF GENERAL FACTORS
Affecting the Learning and Application
of the Operations in Arithmetic
Name Date
School Grade
l.Age:-
Chronological
Physiological
Psychological
2, Intelligence quotient
How determined
S. Association-
Visual
Auditory
Kinaesthetic
4. Motor coordination :-
Counting speed, 1 to 10,
(6 to 9 times in 10 seconds).
Tapping speed
Legibility of figures
5. Psychological functioning :-
Concentration
Attention span
Response to stimulus
6. Emotional conflicts :-
SeIf-confidence
Uncertainty
Timidity
Tenseness
Special disability complex
7. Physiological aspects:-
Eye difficulties
Speech defects
Auditory difficulties
Dominance
Neurological condition
Endocrine functioning
Nutrition
Adenoids.
Tonsils
Teeth
Skin affections
Diseases, accidents, and operations

By using Form I, "Summary of General Factors", page 9,
a general picture of the pupil will be presented which
may reveal some underlying factor contributing to his
failure.
1. Age factors will reveal irregularities v/hich may
exist in grade placement and subject-matter placement,
emotional conflicts resulting from over-ageness or under-
ageness, and immaturity.
2. The intelligence quotient will contribute to an
understanding of what may be expected of the child. The
young teacher must be cautioned that the intelligence
quotient is, to some extent, a measure of the child's
learning, which, in turn, may have been affected by the
state of confusion which he is in.
3. Whether the child forms his associations by visual,
auditory, or kinaesthetic practice, will suggest the best
means of presenting material for economical learning.
4. If motor coordination is poor, a child v/ill not be
able to measure up to a norm in a time test and he will
be slower in responding to a flash-card in drill. Slow
responses must not be interpreted as "counting" until
motor coordination has been checked. Poor motor coordi-
nation affects writing and illegibility of figures may
result in many errors.

5.A knowledge of how the child's mind functions will
modify the procedure in corrective work. If concentra-
tion and attention span are poor, motivation will have to
be employed more fully, time elements must be short, and
the size of examples reduced.
^
6. Emotional factors may be either cause or effect in
arithmetic difficulty. Many children fail because of a
lack of self-confidence, timidity, nervous tension, and
special disability complex, while others lose self-confi-
dence, become timid, and nervously tense because of fail-
ure. The child who is too timid to ask questions will
have many gaps in his knowledge. A special disability
complex is often set up in a child's mind by parents who
excuse failure on the ground that father or mother was
poor in mathematics. Such a complex may be overcome by
giving the child a task easy enough to be met with suc-
cess, until self-confidence is established. 2
7. Physiological handicaps to learning constitute a
wide study. As illustrations of such handicaps, the
writer presents two cases from experience.
( 1) Knight, F.B. , and Ford,E., "Temporary Lapses in Abil-
ity and Error in Arithmetic", Elementary School Jour-
nal . #32, October, 1931, pp. 111-124.
(2)E*yers,G.C, "The Child Who Fails in Arithmetic",
Grade Teacher. #51, June, 1934, pp. 46-47.

TWO CASE STUDIES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL HANDICAPS
Case I. Robert, Age 9, Grade 4, I.Q. 100.
Robert was assigned to a corrective class because he
was doing poor work in arithmetic. An inventory test on
the one hundred addition facts resulted in a score of 64.
It was noticed that his errors came in groups. He was
able to get about five consecutive answers correct and
then he v/ould lapse into ten or more ridiculous answers.
Eighteen is the largest sum possible in any of the primary
facts, yet Robert would have such answers as 68,76,56.
It was further observed that when he was conscious of
being watched, he would lapse into these wild guesses
with great speed. When giving correct answers the re-
sponses were very slow. It is quite probable that he was
counting.
Starting with a group of ten addition facts, Robert
was drilled to respond without counting. In testing him
for one hundred percent accuracy on these ten combina-
tions, a flash-card device was used. Owing to the ob-
servation of his nervous reaction with speed which blocked
his responses, the length of time for each exposure of a
combination was increased beyond the normal rate of one
fact every two seconds. It was here observed that he
always turned his head at an angle when looking at the
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numbers . This suggested eye trouble which evidently was
responsible for his confusion in a class travelling at a
speed too great for his eyes to function properly. Exam-
ination of his health record showed subnormal vision in
one eye which had not been corrected by glasses.
It is quite possible that his intelligence quotient
is higher than 100, since this eye difficulty must have
hindered him in the reading necessary in a group test
both in point of time and in how much he was able to read.
Possibly eye fatigue was responsible for his lapses into
consecutive errors in the inventory test.
Case 2. Kenneth, Age 9, Grade 4, I.Q. 104.
Kenneth was sent to a corrective class because he was
doing poor work in arithmetic. In the inventory test,
as used in case I, his score was low because of the time
element. All the facts which he attempted to answer
were correct but he did not finish the test. His speed
was about half that of the norm. During the process of
the test, it was observed that he continually made unin-
hibited
.i erky movements of the hands , feet, head , and
features . He showed symptoms of chorea (St. Vitus 's
dance). His health record noted the fact that he was
extremely nervous and that at one time he had shown symp-
toms of infantile paralysis and had been treated with a
serum. In giving the combinations by the flash-card
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device, the time of exposure was increased to allow for
his contortions. There was no evidence that he was
stalling for time or counting,
Kenneth will have educational difficulty in any reg-
ular class until he overcomes this handieap. He is not
qualified to meet the pace of the average pupil in any
grade. He should be allowed to proceed at his own rate
of speed. There are many indications that his intelli-
gence quotient is much above the obtained index.

CHAPTER II
GROUP DIAGNOSIS
The first step in diagnosis of pupil-difficulties is
the selection of a test. In order to interpret an inven-
tory test properly, it is necessary to understand how it
is constructed. A good test is based on some logical
method of instruction. For the purpose of this study the
"Test 3P. Addition - Process Step Difficulties" was taken
from the battery of "The Wilson Process Inventory and Di-
agnostic Tests in Arithmetic." 1 The "3P" test is
based on Wilson's "My Addition Drill Book."2
The philosophy underlying the Wilson system makes it
an appropriate vehicle for diagnostic and corrective work,
A long step in clearing away confusions is made when the
burden is lightened by the elimination of non-essentials,
as Wilson has done.
3
(1) Published by Guy M.Wilson, Boston University.
(2) Wilson, G.M., My. Addition Drill Book ,
N.Y., MacMillan Company, 1934.
( 3)Wilson, G.M., What Arithmetic Shall We Teach ?,
Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1926.

Form II
THE WILSON PROCESS INVENTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC
TESTS IN ARITHMETIC
TEST 3P. ADDITION - PROCESS STEP DIFFICULTIES
Name Time Errors
(a)
6 1 5 3 9 4 7 5 7 9
j 4 9 7 8 6 8 6
(t>) (c) (d) (e) (f)
2
4 2 2 7
3 6 5 1 1 3
2 4 6 4 1
6 2 5 2 3
3 4. 3 3 1 2
(g)NO/ (h) (i) (k)
1 3
2 1 3 1 5 4 3 4
3 2 1 2 7 5 5 8
2 3 2 1 4 3 1 1
1-3 1 2 7 1 1 4
(1) (m) (n) (o) (P)
7 8
6 4
3 5 5 6 1 4 3 6 7 9 7
4 7 3 2 2 7 2 9 2 9 8 9
4 6 8 3 9 4 7 6 8 19 8 7 8

(Q) (r) (s) (t) (u)
7 6 6 7 ' 8 $1.2 $3.7 9
9 8 7 8 9 6 ;5 4 8.9 4
ft 4 8 R«J
4 6 5 5 7 r 9;5 .8 6
7 4 8 5 Li 2,1 7 3.9 5
(v) (w) (x) ( y)
$7 6.4 5
$5 6 C 5 4 8 1*8 7
4 9.5 3 $ .1 7 5 8.4 6 $ .5 5
4 4.8 6 5.3 7 5 6.5 8 5.3 9
6 4.0 2 2.3 7 4 6.7 9 4.8 7
8 1.3 2 6.7 3 7 ;4 9 2.0 9
4 4.0 5 4.8 8 8.0 9.7 5
Test 3P. typed herein toy permission of
Dr. Guy M.Wilson.

The "3P" test, Form II, page 16, is made up of exam-
ples to check all but step X in the Wilson system for
teaching addition. Step X consists of drill on related
facts needed for carrying in multiplication and is logi-
cally omitted since the pupil is not supposed to have had
multiplication as yet.
PROCESS STEP ANALYSIS OF THE "3P" TEST.
I. PRIMARY FACTS:-Example (a) gives ten of the 100
primary facts in addition. All of the facts appear
throughout the test, either as primary facts, or as exten-
sions into the upper-decades. An analysis of the facts
contained in the test is given in Form III, Fig.l, page 20,
In this form, which is used in this study several times,
combinations are read as "number at the left" plus "number
at the top". Thus in the combination 3
6 the M 6" is at
the left and the "3" at the top on the chart. The upper-
decade related fact, 26+3, would be located in the same
square but checked below the primary fact check.
2•RELATED FACTS:- With the exception of examples
(a), (f ), (g), (h), (i), (j ), and (k), all examples contain re-
lated or upper-decade facts.
3 .SHORT COLUMNS:- Examples (b) and (c).
4. SHORT COLtMS WITH ZEROS:- Examples (d) and (e).
5. TWO- OR THREE-PLACE ADDENDS:- Examples (f),(g),(h)

6 • ONE- , TWO- , AND THREE-PLACE ADDENDS, ZEROS , AND GAPS:-
Examples (i),(j),and (k).
7 • ONE- , TWO- , AND THREE-PLACE ADDENDS AND CARRYING, SUM
OF LEFT-HAND COLUMN LESS THAN 10:- Examples ( 1) , (in) , (n)
,
and (o).
8 • COLULINS, CARRYING, GAPS, ZEROS, SUMS TO 39+9:- Exam-
ples (p), (q), (r), and (s).
9. DOLLARS AND CENTS (involving previous steps also):-
Examples (t), (u), (v), (w)3
,
(x),and (y).
10. RELATED FACTS FOR CARRYING IN MULTIPLICATION:- (Not
represented as the test is limited to addition.)

Form III. Fig.l.
SUMMARY OF ADDITION FACTS USED IN THE
WILSON 3P ADDITION
TEST
_
1
r —
2
,
3 4 5
,
6
,
7
1
8 1 9
1
// / / // / /
/ / / / /// // /// //// //
i // / /// / // / // / "7j. / // // // // /// / //
o / // / // /// / / / / Tf
/ / / // / // /
*i / / // // // / // // // 7
/ // / /// / //
4 / / // // / // / / /
"7"
/ / / // // /// / // /
5 / // / // // / / / / /
/ // / / // / /
6 / / // // / / / // / /// // / /
7 // // / /
A
/ / / / / /
/ / //
8 / // / / / / / / / //
/ / /// / / / / //
9 / / / / / / / /
1
/ / /// // / /
Upper checks locate primary facts.
Lower checks locate key combinations of
upper-decade facts
Note that every combination is used in the
test either as a primary fact or its related
fact, }

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING THE "3P' 1 TEST.
l.In diagnosis, the pupil should be given every ad-
vantage possible to do his best work and disclose only his
real faults. He should not be handicapped by having to
copy the examples, consequently the teacher should give
each pupil a printed or mimeographed paper. All figures
should be clear. Even though the teacher corrects cer-
tain errors or obscure figures, some pupils will fall into
error because of the correction. The type should be
large (see Form II, page 16), and the spacing between exam-
ples, adequate. Printer's economy of paper often proves
expensive to pupil results,
1
2, It is important that a time record be kept. The
time factor will be used, along with the score, in locat-
ing the pupils in four groups :-
A. Quick-accurate pupils.
B. Quick-inaccurate pupils.
C. Slow-accurate pupils.
D. Slow-inaccurate pupils.
The usual method is for the teacher to write the time on
the board when the first pupil, by raising his hand, sig-
nifies that he has finished. The teacher then continues
to write the time on the board at intervals of fifteen
seconds and as each pupil finishes he will write on his
paper, the last time appearing on the board. The nervous
pupil will be affected by the pressure of time and fall
(l)Thorndike,E.L., The Psychology of Arithmetic ,
New York, MacLiillan Company, 1927, pp. 234-243.
21
c
into errors, A better method is for each pupil to raise
his hand when he has finished and the teacher can record
the time which may be transferred to the paper when it is
corrected. For the purpose of grouping, no greater re-
finement than minutes will be needed,
3. The papers will be corrected on the basis of each
example being rignt or wrong, depending on the answer.
The number of examples wrong, and the time, should be
placed at the top of each paper.
4. As each pupil has been given a number (page 5), it
will now be possible to make a first general grouping by
the use of Form IV, page 2a. 1 On the horizontal axis at
the top of the chart, the teacher will record numbers from
zero to the largest number of examples found wrong on any
individual test paper. For example, in our corrective
group, pupil number 3 had fourteen examples wrong and is
credited with 14 errors. On the vertical axis and at the
extreme left will appear successive minutes from the time
the first pupil finished to the time the last pupil raised
his hand. Pupil #8 and pupil #14 finished in between
five and six minutes, consequently six is the first time
unit placed on the chart. Pupil #13 raised his hand
after seventeen minutes and eighteen is recorded as the
other extreme.
(1) Meyers, Edna R. , "A Cooperative Study of Arithmetic",
Tenth Year Book
, Department of Elementary School Prin-
ciples, pp. 476-486^

Form IV. Fig* 2.
23
QUADRANT PLACEMENT OF PUPILS
ON TIME AND ERROR BASIS
3P.Test
Errors
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 12 14
6 14
7 4 9
8 QU ANT A. QUADRANr e .
9 11
18
17 23 3
20 15
11 16 10 5
12 1
13 21
14 12
15 22
16 QU.\DRANT C.
—
—
i
QUADRANT E •
17 19 2 7
18
i
13
A.Quick-accurate pupiLa.
B. Quick-inaccurate pupils.
C. Slow-accurate pupils.
D. Slow-inaccurate pupils.
Numbers in quadrants refer to pupils.

T
.Vhen each pupil's results are recorded on this chart(page
23j, a median axis will be drawn for time and one for er-
ror factors. In our corrective group, there were eleven
pupils who finished in ten minutes or less, and eleven
who took more than ten minutes. This conveniently located
the median time axis between ten and eleven minutes. The
median error axis was not so conveniently placed and was
finally located arbitrarily on the basis of previous
knowledge of the pupils centering about the true median.
Pupil number 6 dropped out of the class, so there is no
record for him.
These axes place each of the pupils in one of the
four groups listed above.
INTERPRETING THE FOUR QUADRANTS.
Quadrant A will be made up of the quick-accurate
pupils. It is evident that these pupils are not troubled
by addition or that their difficulties are so few, or so
minor, as not to affect seriously their work. Their dif-
ficulty will lie in some other branch of arithmetic than
addition.
No general difficulty can be determined by Quadrant
B. Pupils who are quick but inaccurate, may be so from
various causes which will be discovered in further anal-
ysis. Nervous tension may cause hasty guessing, lack of
•\
9
<
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knowledge of, or omission of some process, may result in
errors.
The slow-accurate group in Quadrant C will prove to
be the "counters".
In Quadrant D, the slow-inaccurate pupils will be
those who are in a complete state of confusion covering
several of the difficulties listed on Form VIII, page 34.
RECORDING THE ERROR FREQUENCY IN PROCESS STEPS FOR
THE PURPOSE OF GROUP CORRECTIVE WORK.
By the use of Form V, page 26, the teacher will re-
cord, by using the pupil's key number (page 5), which of
the 25 examples on the "3P"test each pupil gets wrong.
For example, in step 6, there was only one failure and
that was in example (j). This is interpreted to mean
that only one pupil is in confusion on step 6, which tests
ability to add One-, Two-, and Three-place Addends, Zeros,
and Gaps. Consequently no group corrective work need be
dine in step 6. In the four examples in group 3, there
are 13 pupil-failures.* Since gaps and zeros offered no
difficulty in step 6, we may assume that failures in step
8 are due to addition in longer columns involving sums to
39+9 and carrying.
There are 32 errors in this step but they are distributed
among 13 pupils.

Form V.
ERROR FREQUENCY IN PROCESS STEPS "3P" TEST
Freauencv i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 i: 14 15
Step 1 a
~Step 2
Step 3 b
c
9
Step 4 d
e
9
3
3
7 11 12
Step 5 f
g
h
7
4
1
17
2 7
Step 6 i
j
k
4
Step 7 1
m
n
7
3
2
18
15
3
23
17
7
18
11
19
19 22
Step 8 p
r
s
2
X
2
3
3
o
3
5
5
o
5
7
7
(
9
15
16
12
18
17
-Li:
17
19
18
-LO
19
23
19
-Lo
23
Step 9 t
u
V
w
X
y
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
3
3
2
3
3
3
4
11
3
4
9
5
5
12
5
7
12
7
7
13
7
11
19
10
10
17
9
12
22
12
12
22
10
17
23
21
15
23
12
19
22
16
17
22
23
17
18
23
18
21
19
22
20
23
22 23
Figures at the top indicate the number of pupils who
failed the example, (Frequency)
Letters at the left correspond to examples on the test.
Numbers in the body of the chart refer to pupils.
•.V nnori
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The general summary for the purpose of grouping is
as follows:-
Step 1. Insufficient data.
Step 2.Insufficient data.
Step 3. One pupil.
Step 4. Five pupils.
Step 5. Five pupils.
Step 6. One pupil.
Step 7.Ten pupils.
Step 8.Thirteen pupils.
Step 9. Twenty pupils.
Step 10.Not included.
Since failure in a step may be due to failure in pre-
vious steps, it is necessary for us to start at step 1,
and check the pupils' knowledge of the 100 primary facts.
Until the teacher knows how well the pupils have mastered
the basic facts, he cannot be sure as to what extent fail-
ure in steps 2 to 9 is due to other factors than this
knowledge.
To ascertain unknown primary facts, the teacher may
use "The Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests in Arith-
metic", "Test 3A" and "Test 3B", which are presented on
pages 30 and 31. The "3A" test consists of the 50 easier
combinations and the "3B" test of the 50 difficult and
zero combinations. Each combination appears twice.*
See Form III, Fig. 4, page 33.

If a pupil misses a combination both times it is evidence
that he does not know that fact. (Exception to this evi-
dence is given in the paragraph on "attention apan" on
page 88). Here again the time element may be recorded,
as in the directions for recording results on the "3F"
test, page 21, and a chart similar to Form IV, page 23,
may be made to place the pupils according to quadrants.
Quadrant C will again locate the "counters".
TESTING FOR KNOYi/LEDGE OF THE 100 PRIMARY FACTS •
VISUAL METHOD : -Each pupil is provided with a copy of
the "3A" and the "3B" tests. The same instructions for
administering these tests as is outlined for the "3P"
test on page 21, should be followed.
AUDITORY METHOD:-In order to do away with the time
element, the teacher may give the combinations orally at
two second intervals and have the children record the an-
swers on such a sheet as Form VII, page 32. When the
pupil cannot give an immediate response to a combination,
he will draw a dash in the proper square and go on to the
next combination. This method is not altogether satis-
factory, as nervous pupils will have responses blocked
because of tenseness, and the" counters" will miss several
combinations and lose their place while counting.
The disagreement among investigators shows a need

for determining by which method a pujpil obtains best re-
sults. Kramer found visual presentation was better than
the oral method. ^ Myers advocates the use of auditory,
visual, and kinaesthetic methods. 2 Uhl reports that
some pupils answer orally better than in writing. 3 Cooke
also found that oral drill was as effective as written.^
(1) Kramer, Sister Mary Immaculata, Permanence of Improve-
ment and Distribution of Learning in Addition and Sub-
traction
. Washington, D.C., 1931., The Catholic Uni-
sity of America.
(2) Myers,G.C, The Prevention and Correction of Errors
in Arithmetic . Chicago, The Plymouth Press, 1925.
(3)Uhl,W.L., "The Use of Standardized Materials in
Arithmetic for Diagnosing Pupils 1 Methods of Work.",
Elementary School Journal
. November, 1917, pp. 215-218.
(4) Cooke,D.H., "Diagnostic and Remedial Treatment in
Arithmetic", Peabodv Journal of Education
.
9: November, 1931, pp. 143-151.

Form Vl.a.
THE WILSON INVENTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC
TESTS IN ARITHMETIC
Test 3A. Addition - Easier Pacts21212765533156413141
24139257171115163297
14352542131674834792
67353241211162723284
4783136175112382647 1
6 9 1 4 1 4 3 2 8 2
1 9 5 2 8 2 5 2 1 3
8 2 8 3 6 9 2 7 6 3
2 6 8 1 6 1 5 3 2 4
1 4 9 3 8 3 4 3 9 6
5 4 9 4 1 3 5 6 2 2
6 9 1 2 1 7 5 2 4 1
1 2 3 4 1 2 5 9 5 2
6 4 5 1 2 8 5 1 2 2
3 1 5 7 9 8 2 6 7 1
f
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Form VI. to..
Test 3B. Addition - Difficult and Zero Facts
7 9 6 7 8 9 5
A
*± qo Q*/ A R q ft
9 8 2 7 6 8 3 5
Q u A q q 7 o q a
8 9 4 9 8 1 5
D <J 7 A o ft 7
6 5 6 2 9 7 7 9 8
R A 7 A 4 A 9
4 3 7 8 1 8 4
Q Q 7 Au R•J 2 4
3 6 8 5 4 3 9 4 5
nil
Q 7 7 8 A 7i 6
7 5 9 8 8 9 4
D A*± R q A 7 ft
3 6 5 6 7 3 7 8 4 8
Qj7 >i*± nu QO r r\ 4 *j q 7 •
Qo A R q RJ 4 9
7 9 8 7 8 9 1 5
7 6 4 9 7 7 9 6
8 6 5 5 9 5 5 4

Form VII.
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Name Date
Answers to Primary Addition Pacts "3A" & "3B
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
As the teacher reads the combinations place
your answers in the squares. If you do not
know the answer, draw a dash (-) and go on to
the next square.
Write the answers from left to right.

Form III
ANALYSIS OF PRIMARY FACTS IN ADDITION
USED IN INVENTORY TESTS 3A & 3B.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
1 ** // // // // // // // // //
2 ** // // // // // // // // //
3 ** // // // // // // // ** **
4 ** // // // // // /* ** ** **
5 ** // // // // // ** ** ** **
6 ** // // // /* ** // ** ** **
7 ** // // // ** ** ** // ** **
8 ** // // ** ** ** ** ** // **
9 ** // // ** ** ** ** ** ** //
Note:- Diagonals denote combinations found in "SA".
Asterisks denote combinations found in "3B"
•
Number at the top to be added to the number
at the left.

DIAGNOSTIC SUMMARY OF ADDITION DIFFICULTIES
Name Grade Date
Age M . A
.
I . Q
.
BACKGROUND SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES
1. Unknown primary facts
2. Unknown uoner- decade facts
Confusions: - CARELESSNESS
3. Zeros . . . 2 9. Guesses at sums......,.*.
4. Gaps..* 30. Omits 1 or more digits.*.
5. Money addition 31.Misplaces units digit....
6. Dollar signs 32. Forgets "thought" number.
7. Decimal points.... 33. Shifts columns
Procedure difficulties;- 34. Misreads numbers
8*Starts part way up....... 35. Loses places in column..*
9, Subtracts 36. Adds digit twice* •
10. Multiplies 37. Omits one column.
11.Retraces 38. Error in writing answer..
12. Adds horizontally 39. Error in copying
13. Starts at left.... 40. Omits tens digit in last
14. Adds up column sunn
15. Adds down 41.Reverses digits in ans. •
CRUTCHES OR AIDS CARRYING ERRORS
16.Writes carried number... 42. Adds "carry" at top
17 ..Writes partial sums 43. Forgets what " carry"was.
.
18.Uses scratch pad 44.-^orgets to add "carry".*.
19.Uses plus sign 45*Carries wrong number
20. Adds orally 46. Supplies a "carry"..,....
21. Counts.. 47. Adds "carry" twice
22. Inverts combinations.... 48. Adds ''carry 1 ' part way up
23. Groups combinations the column.
.
24. Splits numbers 49. Subtracts "carry"
25. Multiplies , subtracts. .. . 50. Carries units digit......
26. Multiolies ,adds 51.Writes "carry" in ans.
27 . Adds
,
subtracts UPPER DECADE DIFFICULTIES
28. Subtracts ,adds 52. bridging
53. Advances decades
54. Drops back decades...,
COMMENTS
./ , , - , I
« . .nmuXoc nl 83
• • EfiB ni. 8 7
•
.
ii it
"DIAGNOSTIC SUMMARY OF ADDITION DIFFICULTIES"
One of these sheets (page 34) should be filled out
for each pupil. The fifty-four difficulties, which have
been observed by different authors, are grouped according
to general faults for the purpose of group corrective
work.
BACKGROUND SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES :
-
1.Unknown primary facts: -The facts which the pupil
missed on the "3A" and "3B" tests should be listed under
this heading.
2.Unknown upper-decade facts: -Ability to handle the
upper-decade facts, involves several skills and knowledges.
First, the key combinations must be known. For example :-
key combination, 2
3 upper-decade facts 13+2
23+2
33+2
As the upper-decade facts come into use most commonly in
column addition, one number will be a "thought" number
and the other will be a "seen" number.
8 "18"+8=26
5 "13"+5= "18"
6 7+6=" 13"
_7
26 Numbers in quotation marks are "thought".
Thus the pupil must have the ability to hold the "thought"
number in mind. By constant application in practice, the
upper-decade facts will become automatic. The pupil's
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difficulties in upper-decade facts will receive further
consideration under items 52, 53, and 54, pages 51 and 52.
CONFUSIONS :-
3.Zeros:-Some children will have difficulty with
zeros in addition which may be attributed to a confusion
with zeros in multiplication. After establishing the con-
cept that zero added to any number will give that number
as a sum, the pupil has to form the concept that in multi-
plication, zero times any number is zero. This new concep
interferes with the old, especially with pupils who are
just starting the multiplication facts. There are 19
zero combinations in the 100 primary facts in addition :-
123456789000000000000000000001234567 3 9
One would expect to find all of these facts missed by a
pupil who is confused in respect to zeros. However,
pupil #5 in our corrective group missed only nine of the
nineteen and these were the last in the list above, where
in each case, the zero is the top number. Adding from the
bottom up, the last figure seen was "0" and probably left
the stronger impression which resulted in the response.
To the immature mind of the young child, zero presents a
meaningless situation and it is difficult for him to un-
derstand the concept of zero as a mere place holder. For
a more complete knowledge of the zero factor the teacher
t
1
should read Dickey, and Judd.^
4.Gaps:-3rrors caused by gaps are due to the fact
that the pupil fails to follow the column up beyond the
gap and thus misses a number or numbers above the space :-
$1.20
.54
6.65
9.50
2. 17
$19706
Here, pupil #1 omitted the "1 M in the last column added.
5. Money addition: -The most common cause of confusion
in money addition is the irregularity of items which make
it difficult for the pupills eye to follow the column.
This is illustrated in the example under item "4" above.
6. Dollar sighs:-The dollar sign ($),when poorly
written, is often mistaken for a number. The omission of
the sign in the answer is common.
7. Decimal points :-Vi/hen the pupil copies the work he
often fails to aligne the decimal points. This throws
the column out of line and results in confusion. When
a pupil is given a printed test, the figures are often so
small that the child cannot write the answer in the same
(1) Dickey, J.W., "Much Ado About Zero", Elementary
School Journal . 32: March, 1931, pp. 214-222.
(2) Judd, C.H., "Psychological Analysis of the Fundamen-
tals of Arithmetic", Supplementary Educational Monographs .
#32, University of Chicago, 1927.
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size numbers and the decimal point is placed in the wrong
This illustration is from pupil #1 who makes very large
figures.
PROCEDURE DIFFICULTIES
8. Starts part way up the column: -Pupils who are in-
secure in their arithmetic background are irregular in
their method of attack. They look up and down the first
column for some familiar combination to start with. Hav-
ing started, they look for other known combinations and
then pick up those numbers still unused. If they succeed
in getting all the numbers added in, they probably have
resorted to counting. This fault is not recognized in
group analysis.
9. Subtracts: -Pupils who have just begun subtraction
will be conditioned to subtract whenever they meet an ex-
ample made up of two numbers, especially if the top num-
ber is larger than the bottom number. Some will even
subtract downward when the top number is smaller than the
one below. Others will subtract a larger digit from a
smaller one regardless of position:-
position:- $3.79
8.94
3.48
.86
3.95
190. 2
463
322
141
322
463
141
624
437
213

10. Multiplies:-Here again, a two-number example, to
those who have just started multiplication, will indicate
that operation.
11. Retraces: -Inability to hold the "thought" number
in mind makes it necessary to start again after adding
part way up the column. Lack of certainty in primary
facts, poor attention span, and lack of concentration are
contributory causes.
12.Adds horizontally: -Occasionally a pupil is dis-
covered who adds horizontally:- 432
232 is added
4+3+2+2+3+2=16
13. Starts at the left:-Pupils are taught to read
from left to right, and to write from left to right, but
must add in the opposite direction. The following illus-
tration is one of eighteen examples which pupil #1 got
wrong because of this procedure. It is of interest to
note that this pupil is left-handed. Figures in brackets
are the carried numbers written at the top by the pupil.
(62)
27
915
38
706
1128
Notice that the units digit instead of the tens digit is
carried. This is at least consistent with the left to
right procedure.
•
14. Adds up:-This item is included to make sure that
the pupil is adding upward since in using the Wilson sys-
tem, until all hundred combinations have been learned, the
pupil will come upon unknown combinations when adding
downward.
15. Adds down:-Especially in corrective work where
there is confusion already, it is best to simplify proce-
dure and add in only one direction. When the pupil has
become proficient in the one hundred combinations he may
add downward to check. If checking is employed before
all the primary facts are mastered, incorrect bonds will
be more firmly imbedded.
CRUTCHES OR AIDS:-
16. Writes carried number:-Most pupils write the num-
ber to be carried, at the top of the column. If this
habit has become established, and the pupils are later
taught the logical procedure of adding the carried number
immediately at the bottom, they are inclined to fall into
the error of adding it twice, as listed under item "47".
17.Writes partial sums:-This is an indication of in-
ability to hold a "thought" number in mind, bridging dif-
ficulty, and uncertainty. Pupil #23 gives an illustration
of this fault :-
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78
64 17
97 7
9 24
73 8
322 30
The figuring at the right represents the pupil's work.
As soon as he had the 8+9=17, he proceeded to use the
crutch. He also omitted the digit "4" and made an error
in adding 8+4, although he put a "2" in the answer instead
of the "0" which he obtained in the partial sum.
18. Uses scratch pad:-This fault is allied to item "17
except that figuring is done on a separate piece of paper.
Such a practice should be discouraged as it allows the
pupil to get into lazy habits and interferes with the
training of the mind to hold "thought" numbers.
19.Uses plus sign:-The use of the plus symbol (+) is
often employed to break up habits "9" and "10" but here
again mind training is interfered with. 628
+247
20. Adds orallyj-This habit suggests auditory associa-
tion, Such pupils after looking at a combination without
response, will give the answer immediately when the combi-
nation is spoken. While oral figuring is the best tech-
nique in individual diagnosis, it cannot be used under
classroom conditions, except when the pupil works at the
board.
1 1
===========^========================
-
21. Counts:-Counting is one of the most common faults
to be found. In adding 9 and 3 the pupil will arrive at
the answer by thinking or saying "9 -10-11-12". Many
aids are used in this process. Fingers are generally em-
ployed but some pupils resort to tapping, making dots,
counting cracks on the floor, eyelets in shoes, inches on
a ruler, or clicking the tongue against the roof of the
mouth. Ability to count is one of the first mathematical
accomplishments proudly exhibited by children. It is in-
dispensable to an understanding of number concepts. The
number "six" has meaning, only when its position with re-
spect to "five" and "seven" is understood. In learning
the primary facts and using them in column addition, the
pupil must forsake his infantile accomplishment, counting,
if he is to measure up to a standard of speed. As indica-
ted in Fig. 2, page 23, the "counters" as a group may be
located in quadrant C. It must not be inferred that
there are no "counters" in the other groups. Some "count-
ers" are slow and inaccurate, others have become profi-
cient enough to be quick and accurate. Many ingenious
methods are discovered when we watch a child counting or
get him to tell how he does it. One of our "counters",
pupil #1, used her fingers with logic. In adding "9" to
another number she counted four fingers then started back
on the thumb and counted until she had used all fingers
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on that hand which gave her the five more she needed. She
got the thinking over with first, in using four, and then
the process was purely mechanical. When she came to the
last finger, she had the answer. Of course she had to know
that 4+5=9 in order to break up the "9 "for finger work.
Time consumed in devising trick methods could better be
used in learning the primary facts.
V/e must not be misled into believing that a child
who knows his primary facts will be exempt from counting.
Under pressure of time, and in column addition involving
upper-decades, oixen a child will resort to counting. The
most certain way to locate "counters' 1 is to watch during
written work. The teacher may notice finger work but
some children are clever at concealing their hands. It is
possible to establish an attitude of cooperation and
children are for tne most part honest when they realize
that they will not be "shot at sunrise" for counting. If
that were the universal punishment, most of us would be in
line for the firing squad.
In column addition, it often is noticed that a pupil
gets a sum which is too large or too small by one. Osburn
says that this is "undoubtedly very largely due to count-
ing. " x
(1) Osburn, W.J. , Corrective Arithmetic .
N.Y., Houghton Mifflin Co., 1924, V61. I, p. 36
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22. Inverts combinations:-If when the pupil comes upon
the combination 6
3 ,he reads it six plus three instead of
three plus six, he is said to have inverted the combina-
tion. If we arrange the primary facts so that the larger
number in each combination is the bottom number, we have
45 such facts. There will be only 36 reverses since the
doubles are not reversable and there are 9 of them. The
zero combinations are classified separately and there are
19 of them. Alander found that there was almost complete
transfer in the case of pupils who were taught the smaller
number of facts. 1 The studies by Knight-Behrens2 and
Clapp ^ show that a combination and its reverse are not
of equal difficulty. Regardless of conflicting evidence,
we may consider the habit of reversing an undesirable one
since it is cumbersome and not consistent with an orderly
procedure. However, this fault will not be diagnosed in
group work, since it is discovered when the individual
pupil is under observation.
(1) Alander, H.T., "Transfer of Learning in Simple Addi-
tion and Subtraction". Elementary School Journal,
1931, pp. 358-369, 427-437.
( 2) Knight. F.B.. and Behrens. Minnie S.. The Learning of
the 100 Addition Combinations and the 100 Subtraction
Combinations. Longmans. Green & Company. 1928.
(3) Clapp,F.L., The Number Combinations, their Relative
Difficulty and the Frequency of their Appearance in
Textbooks. University of Wisconsin. July. 1924.

23.Groups combinations:-Perhaps the most common
grouping is by tens. The pupil looks up and down a column
to be added and groups " 5" and "5tt t t,7 M and *3*9 n6* and"4",
etc. The danger is that he will miss some numbers or use
the same numbers more than once. Here again, the fault is
a matter of individual diagnosis.
24. Splits numbers:-Items "24", "25", "26", "2£", and "28"
are sometimes classified as "getting unknown combinations
from known". Pupil #2 gives a good example in column ad-
dition:- 8 = (4+4)
4
7 = (3+4)
9
8
The procedure i s : -8+9=17+3=20+4=24+4=28+4=32+4=36
25. Multiplies then subtracts:-In this case the pupil
in meeting the sum 8
9
9 will say 3X9=27-1=26
26.1»!ultiplies then adds:-In the illustration in item
"25", the pupil will say 3x8=24+2=26
27.Adds then subtracts :-In the sum 5
8 the pupil
will say 10+5=15-2=13
28. Subtracts then adds:-In the illustration in item
"27", the process is 5+5=10+3=13
Items "22" through "28" cannot be detected in written
work and consequently present a problem since errors are '

increased "by the large number of operations involved thus
reducing speed as well.-*-
CARELESSNESS :-
29.Guesses at suras: -Children who are emotionally un-
stable, wall resort to guessing under pressure of a timed
test. Other pupils, who want to make the impression of in
dustry, will work very rapidly at putting down fictitious
answers. Pupil #3 gives an example of this fault. His
work is described on page 12. Here are some of his re-
sults on the "SB" test:- 8 4 8 6
3 9 7 7
67 67 36 89
30. Omits one or more digits: -The teacher may discov-
er this error by adding the column which has a wrong sum
and finding that the sum is too small by some one addend.
Pupil #22 gives the following illustration:- 367
298
198
803
6
The "6" was omitted in the second column.
This error is at times due to gaps, as illustrated by
pupil #1 under item "4" on page 37. Another illustration
by pupil #3:- 14
29
768
807 The ,,4M in the first column was left
out making an error in "carry" as well as in the sum.
A short attention span will cause a pupil to omit digits
at the top of a column. A poorly set up test paper will
46
(l)Uhl,W.L., "The Use of Standardized Materials in
Arithmetic for Diagnosing Pupils 1 Methods of Work",
Elementary School Journal^- November, 1917, pp. 215-218.
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__________________
lead pupils into this type of error especially if the pu-
pil might mistake a number to be added as the number of the
example or vice versa. 4
643
452
1095 the "4" was omitted.
31.Misplaces units digit:-In copying examples, a poor
alignment of column digits causes trouble. When the exam-
ples are printed, the numbers are often so small that a
child cannot place the answers under the proper columns be-
cause of limited space and large figures in the child's
own hand writing.
32.Forgets "thought" number :-When the pupil is weak
on upper-decade facts and has to work each one out in col-
umn addition, he forgets what the "thought" number was and
falls into the error noted under items "53" and "54".
Attention span and concentration are also involved.
33. Shifts column: -This is generally caused by the
lack of concentration. The pupil's eyes wander off the
example and he comes back to the wrong column. It may also
be caused by a certain eye difficulty known as suspenopsia
in which the eyes alternate in functioning.
34.L'dsreads numbers;-When the pupil habitually mis-
reads numbers, it is undoubtedly due to eye difficulty.
The condition called heterophoria is caused by imbalance
of eye muscles and results in incoordination. In some

cases, poor writing or printing is the cause.
35. Loses place in column:-The above mentioned eye
difficulties, poor attention span, poor concentration, and
the habit of grouping combinations, contribute to this
fault.
36. Adds digit twice :-This happens when the child
loses his place in the column. Pupil #4 furnishes an il-
lustration:- 21
32
23
13
92 An extra M3W was added
in the first column.
37. Omits one column: -Sometimes a whole column is
omitted, due to poor concentration or a misplaced sum
under a column not yet added.
38. Error in writing answer :-When the pupil has to
transfer an answer to an answer column, it is quite com-
mon to copy incorrectly. "549" may appear as ,,459 M . Inver-
sion sometimes occurs in the original answer when the
units and tens gigits are reversed in order.
39. Error in copying: -Young children are not very
reliable at copying examples. They invert numbers and
repeat numbers, do poorly at column alignment, and make
figures which are illegible.
40. Omits tens digit in last column sum:-Having in
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mind the carrying process, the pupil writes the units
digit of the last column sum and forgets the tens digit.
367
498
398
263 The sum of the last column
is "12" but the tens digit *l* is omitted.
41. Reverses digits in answer: -This may be an error
in copying, as in item "39", but in some cases the pupil
writes the last column sum in the inverted order. In the
example above, the last column sum would appear as "21".
CARRYING ERRORS :
-
42. Adds "carry" at top:-Adding the carried number at
the top of the column makes it necessary for the pupil to
use the crutch of writing the number or running the risk
of forgetting what it was. This fault is easily discover-
ed since the written number is seen at the top of the col-
umn. This written number serves in diagnosis since it
shows whether or not the previous column was added correct
43. Forgets what "carry" was: -When the number is not
written and the child is in the habit of adding the number
to be carried, last, he generally forgets what "carry"was.
44. Forgets to add "carry" : -When the pupil's addition
is checked by the teacher, he may discover that a column
sum is short by the amount of the "carry" as in the work

of pupil #21:- 14
29
768
791 He failed to carry the "2" from the
first column.
45. Carries wrong number :-This may be due to item "50"
or to items "53" or "54" below. It is best discovered
when the pupil writes a "carry" number.
46. Supplies a "carry" :-\Vhen children first learn the
carrying process, they sometimes get the idea that if there
is more than one column, there must be a "carry; 1 so they
supply one, generally "1".
47. Adds "carry" twice:-Quite frequently, when the
"carry" number is written at the top, the pupil will also
add it to start the column and then again when he sees it
at the top.
48 . Adds "carry" part way up the column: -This is done
when the pupil sees a convenient place to complete a well
known combination. Pupil #11 illustrates this fault
60
78
84
55
(2)
85
362 The "2" was written above the "8". The
pupil evidently finds it easier to add 8 and 2 than to
add 2 and 8.
49. Subtracts "carry" : -Rarely a pupil subtracts the
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50. Carries mnits digit: -This fault is illustrated
by pupil #1 in item "13". In her case it was a left-handed
procedure but it may occur through a misunderstanding of
the process. Pupil #17 gives us an illustration :-
(1)
14
29
768
802 The sum of the first column is
21 but the pupil wrote the "2" in the answer and carried
the "1" in the second column.
51.Writes "carry" in answer:- Instead of adding the
carried number in the next column, it is written in the
answer:- 4 4
3 2
2 5
9TT
UPPER-DECADE DIFFICULTIES :-
52.Bridging tens:-This constitutes a stumbling block
for many pupils. When, in addition, we pass from the teens
into the twenties, or from the twenties into the thirties,
etc., we are bridging tens. The difficulty is principally
due to inability to hold the "thought" number in mind.
Even when the pupil knows the upper-decade facts individ-
ually, he may have difficulty when he meets them in col-
umn addition. The individual case studied by the writer
was successful in getting into the next decade but would
make an error in the units digit. His typical response
to 14+8 was "28".
Bo6tow University
School of Education

53.Advances one or more decades :-Kere again, the
difficulty lies in inability to hold the "thought" number.
Although the pupil knows that he never can jump a decade
in column addition, he will land in the thirties from the
teens because he has forgotten the "thought" number.
Pupil #7 supplies the illustration:-
$ .55
5.29
4.87
2.09
9.75
$32.65
54. Drops back one or more decades :-The same difficul-
ty as in item "53" except that the pupil falls to a lower
decade. An illustration from pupil #3:-
78
64
97
9
78
226
SUMMARY :-
Having made out a "Diagnostic Summary of Addition
Difficulties" sheet for each pupil (Form VIII, page 34),
the teacher should now make a class summary for the pur-
pose of corrective work. Form IX, Fig. 5, on page 54, gives
the set-up and the results obtained in our corrective
group. The numbers across the top refer to pupils and
those arranged vertically at the left refer to difficul-
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ties. The checks denote which pupils had difficulty
with the items at the left. For example, pupils 1,11,17,
21, 22, and 23, have fault number "16"(Writes carried number).
The totals at the right of the chart show that twenty-one
pupils do not know all the primary facts, ten pupils have
trouble with item ,,52 M (Bridging tens), and that only one
pupil has difficulty with item "54 M (Drops back one or
more decades) • The totals at the bottom indicate how
many faults each pupil has. Pupil #1 has trouble with
items
;
«7*
9 t *M*9 "21* 9 "3Q" 9 "42", "45", a total of
eight faults. The totals at the right will be used in
forming groups for corrective work while the total at the
bottom will be helpful in individual corrective work.
Obviously, the items omitted are those with which no
pupil is having trouble.

Fig. 5
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CHAPTER III
GROUP CORRECTIVE METHODS
Writing in the Department of Superintendence Third
Year Book for 1926, Knight says, "There is some ground for
the contention that much of the remedial work now needed
will no longer be needed when drill work meets more ade-
quately the specifications suggested in this report."-*-
It is a regrettable fact that nearly ten years after this
statement was printed in an influential publication by an
authority in the field, there still exists an appalling
need for corrective work. In the same publication Knight
says, '»***, it is not at present known what errors are due
to genuine learning difficulty and what errors are due to
faulty construction of drill. It is probable that much
need for remedial work lies not in giving pupils more
drill but in giving xhem better drill from the first." 2
In spite of this suggestion, the attempts to provide
better drill have been all too few.
To the teacher who has corrective work to do, there
fails a double task. He must not only direct the pupil
in forming new habits, but he must also break down the
faulty habits which have accumulated. Fortunately, incor-
rect bonds fade out by disuse. The teacher of a correc-
(1) Department of Superintendence, A Reprint of the Third
Year Book, Washington, D.C. June, 1926, p. 90.
(2) Ibid.,p.90.
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tive group must have a deep understanding of the laws of
learning. The intent of the learner to learn is the first
essential. 1 This is called the "law of readiness." The
battle is more than half won when the pupil has a favor-
able attitude toward the task at hand. The second law is
the "law of exercise." Thorndike says that exercise alone
is a very ineffective method of forming, strengthening or
changing the bonds that constitute learning. 2 The pupil
must feel the need of drill before it can be effective.
The third law is the "law of effect." If the effect of
drill is pleasing, if the child meets with success and the
sense of a new power, the cycle is completed and he is
now in a state of "readiness" for more drill.
Because of the factor of association in learning, it
is advisable to change the situation in doing corrective
work. A new teacher may be the necessary first step. A
new method of approach is a second step. The child
should be removed from the association with failure. Min-
imum essentials should be selected. Motivation should
be elaborately employed. Myers suggests that we should
give the child a sense of success by giving him work he
(1) Myers, G.C., "Corrective Work in Arithmetic",
Grade Teacher . February, 1934, pp. 36+ .
(2) Thorndike,3.L., Human Learning.
The Century Company, 1931, pp. 114-118
»
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is able to do. Our first step in group corrective work
is based on the results of the test for knowledge of the
100 primary facts. These facts form the foundation of
the house of arithmetic and if there are any weak spots in
the foundation, the house will tumble down before the pu-
pil has lived in it very long. By the use of Form III, the
teacher will be able to record the facts missed by mem-
bers of the class and have a basis for group instruction.
The analysis of unknown primary facts found in our correc-
tive group is given in Fig. 6, page 58. It will be no-
ticed that zero facts gave trouble. On checking the in-
dividual diagnostic summaries, appendix A, we find that
four pupils were checked for item "3 M f zero difficulty.
Since the 44 errors were distributed among four pupils, it
is evident that there is confusion as to how to handle
zeros in addition and not just a chance error due to care-
lessness. Insight into the zero difficulty should lead
the teacher to stress that process in teaching. The 19
zero facts may be learned at one stroke if the child un-
derstands the rule that zero and any number equals that
number. It may not be enough merely to bring the rule
to the attention of the pupil. Drill will be necessary
but the pupil will be motivated by the knowledge that 19
facts can be mastered by one rule.
(l)I\tyers,G.C, "The Child Who Fails in Arithmetic",
Grade Teacher . 51: June, 1934, pp. 46-47.
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Form III.
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INVENTORY OF UNKNOWN PRIMARY FACTS
of 23 pupils in. a corrective group
Figures indicate the number of times a combination
was missed.
Zero facts missed 44 times.
Other facts missed 128 times.
Total possibility 4600.
Total class error 3.7%

The procedure in corrective work is to eliminate minor
and miscellaneous difficulties first so that the number
of pupils may be reduced thus allowing the teacher to give
more time to common faults and more difficult phases of
addition. Green and Buswell point out the fact that a
class is likely to have common difficulties because of
common faulty instruction.^ Pupils who have transferred
from other school systems may present miscellaneous dif-
ficulties which should be corrected individually. ..here
analysis shows that only one pupil missed a combination,
the pupil should work by himself in learning the fact.
Since in the "3A" and "3B" tests each combination appears
twice, we need not record a fact as unknown if it is
missed only once. The chances are that the fact is known
but was missed through carelessness or some other cause.
In our analysis of unknown primary facts on page 58,
there are twenty-six combinations which were missed only
once, exclusive of zero facts. If we consider that these
facts are known, as suggested above, and add to them the
twenty-nine facts which no one missed, we have a total
of fifty-five facts which each member of the class un-
doubtedly knows. As soon as we have dealt with the four
pupils who are in confusion as to zero combinations, we
(l)Green, C.E., and Buswell, G.T., "Testing, Diagnosing,
and Remedial Work in Arithmetic", Twentv-ninth Yearbook
4Eational Society for the Study of Education, p. 302.
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have eliminated nineteen more combinations and have left
twenty- six combinations out of the one hundred which need
to be taught.
An interpretation of Fig. 6, page 58, gives us the
following data:-
7
6 missed seven times.
8 9 6 7
3 6 9 9 missed six times.
7 8 5
4 6 9 missed five times.
6 7 9 6 7 4 8
3 5 7 8 8 9 9 missed four times.
6 5 6 8 8 4
2 3 5 5 7 8 missed three times.
6 8 3 5 3
4 4 7 7 8 missed two times.
At this point it might be well to consider some of
the research concerning the relative difficulty of the
number combinations. Studies by Rock and Foran, Clapp,
Knight and Behrens, end Halloway are listed in the Bibli-
ography.
The writer presents herewith a comparison of the
studies by Knight & Behrens, and by Clapp. On page 61, by
use of Form III, v,Te have a graphic arrangement of the 100
addition facts and the answers to the combinations. It
will be observed that as we proceed from the upper left

Form III. Fig. 7
100 PRIMARY ADDITION FACTS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
.
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 1 2 3 4 5
^ _
6 7 8 9
-
10
2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
3 3 4 5
.
6 7
-
8 9 10 11 12
4 4 5 6 i 8
,
9 10 11 12 13
5 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
6 7
'
8
r
9 10 11 12 13 14
\
--
15
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
-
15 16 17
9 9 11 12 13 14 15
'
i
16 17 18
The nmmDer at the top of each
column is added to the number at
the left of each line.

to the lower right the sums are increased by one. There
is but one combination which gives 18 as a sum, two which
give 17, three which give 16, etc. The relationship be-
tween these larger sums in the lower right hand section
and the relative difficulty of the combinations from which
these sums are derived will be shown below.
In the study by Clapp, the relative difficulty of the
100 addition facts was determined by the results in giving
the combinations at the rate of one every two seconds to
7,425 children in grades three through eight. The combi-
nation which was missed the fewest number of times was
"0+0" and given the rank of "1". The combination which
was missed the greatest number of times was "8+5" and it
was given the rank of "100".
In the study by Knight-Behrens, the relative diffi-
culty was determined by the amount of practice required
to master the 100 combinations and the practice required
to retain mastery. The sample consisted of 25 typical
second grade pupils. The combination which was missed
the fewest number of times was "0+3" and given the rank
of "1". The combination which was missed the greatest
number of times was "5+9" and given the rank of "100",
One might be led to believe that the study made by
Clapp is the more reliable because of the large sample
used, 7,425. Reflection will show that the results
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obtained are indications of the teaching method and the
number experiences of the children involved rather than
the relative difficulty of the number combinations.
Although the Knight-Behrens study was based on a very
small sample, 25 children, it was a better controlled ex-
periment. The second grade children started as near to a
zero base as could be expected, and a scientific check
was made on the learning of the facts. The amount of prac-
tice needed to learn the combinations, and the amount of
practice needed to retain mastery, are two very good cri-
teria for determining relative difficulty.
The order of the size of the numbers in a combination
is an index to its difficulty. For example, "9+5", is
ranked as "90", while its reverse, "5+9", is ranked"100".
"9+4, is ranked "85", while its reverse, "4+9", is ranked
"92" on the Knight-Behrens scale. It will be found, gen-
erally, that the combination will be more difficult when
a larger number is added to a smaller number. Possibly it
is an indication or counting since it is easier to count
9 -10-11-12-13 tnan to count 4 -5-6-7-3-9-10-11-12-13.
As suggested above, the size of a sum is an index of the
difficulty of the combination. It will be noticed that
the combinations which appear in the lower right corner of
the charts(pages 65-66) have the higher rank. Some authors
contend that there is no difference in the difficulty of
*•
the 100 combinations. There is much in favor of this con-
tention but the law of use or repetition must be taken
into consideration and since the smaller number combina-
tions come into use more frequently in daily experience
we find that pupils fail more frequently on the higher
number combinations.
An examination of the Knight-Behrens scale on page 65
and the Clapp scale on page 66 will make it evident that a
rank order arrangement of the 100 addition facts is not
practical. It seems to the writer that a quadrant arrange
ment of the number facts is all that is necessary for an
understanding of what facts need intensive drill. We may
consider quadrant I to include the first twenty-five,
quadrant II ranks 26 through 50, quadrant III ranks 51
through 75, and quadrant IV ranks 76 through 100. The
quadrants proceed in order of difficulty from I to IV.
Form X, Fig. 10, on page 67, shows that, with the exception
of three combinations, there is complete agreement on the
fourth quadrant.
By using the Knight-Behrens scale, 19 of the 26 un-
known combinations of our corrective group are in the 4th
quadrant while the remaining 7 are in the 3rd quadrant.
Fifteen of these 26 unknown facts have the larger number
to be added to the smaller. Thus our experience corrobo-
rates the findings of the Knight-Behrens study.
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Form III, Fig. 8.
RANK ORDER OF DIFFICULTY
100 ADDITION FACTS
KITIaHT-BEHRENS
1 2
1
3
928
4 5 6 7 8 9
©©©©© ©© 30 29
1 Q© 33 32 35 • 37 34 ©
2 ©© S—N. 39 48 i 53 49
3 © 40 41 © (so)©
4 47 38 45 © (34)O
5 ©© 42 70 28 65 * H
6
s—
V
27
.
,
.".
44 (a)®
7 ©© 43 ©© 46 'v;.
8 36 22 1 CI ($3)©O
9 ©R Q © (95) 62
The relative difficulty was determined by the amount
of practice required to master the 100 combinations
and the practice required to retain mastery.
Sample: -25 typical second grade pupils.
Black carcles denote Quadrant I, nos. 1 to 25.
Unmarked squares, Quadrant II, 26 to 50.
Red squares, Quadrant III, 51 to 75.
Red circles, Quadrant IV, 76 to 100.

Form III. Fig.9
BANE ORDER OF DIFFICULTY
100 ADDITION FACTS
Clapp
1924
The relative difficulty was determined by the results
n giving the 100 combinations at the rate of one in two
econds to 7,425 children in grades 3-8.
Black circles denote Quadrant I, nos. 1 to 25.
Unmarked squares, Quadrant II, 26 to 50.
Red squares, Quadrant III, 51 to 75.
Red circles, Quadrant IV, 76 to 100.
(
Form X. Fig. 10
COMBINATION'S IN "WHICH CLAPP AND KNIGHT-BEHRMS
AGREE AS TO QUADRANT PLACEMENT
i
ADRANT I QUADRANT II QUADRAirr III QUADRANT IV.
O JL O 8 4 5 1 A 7 6 SOil u J. 2 2 3 o A
u ± c. 4 2 6 Q Q qO o 7 8 9
2 2 2 o o D 3 3 5 c: c;<j ij
o X 2 9 K ^c5 O o 7 8 9
3 7 7 §67 a
5 6 8
8 7 7 7
Q O o
7 3 8
7 9 4
3 3 9
5 6 7
9 9 9
8
9
..1th the exception of 7 S 6
4 4 5 there is complete
agreement on Quadrant IV. These three are listed as
Quadrant III or IV "by the two scales.
The following combinations differ by 2 quadrants:
3605861408029
1 678999
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The color scheme for locating the combinations in
different quadrants facilitates comparison. In both
studies the ranks in red circles are well massed in the
lower right-hand corner. In the Knight-Behrens study the
red squares are also well massed but in the Clapp scale
they are scattered over the entire chart. Likewise in
the arrangement of quadrants I and II, the Knight-Behrens
chart shows a more orderly location.
Having located 26 combinations which are unknown by
different members of the corrective group, our next step
is to arrange these facts in units for drill. The age of
the pupils, along with other factors of ability, will de -
termine the size of the units. As a general rule, the
younger the children the smaller the units must be. Wilson
groups the 100 facts into ten units of ten facts each.
Using his system, we find the twenty- six unknown facts of
our corrective group located as follows:-
Group I. 6 Group VI. 5 7
4 7 5
Group II. 4 6 6 Group VII. 9 6 8 6
9 2 3 6 5 9 9
Group III. 8 3 8 6 Group VIII.
5
7 8 3
6 7 5 8 9 4 3 8
Group IV. 5 7 8 7 Group IX.
3 8 7 6
Group V. 7 4 8 9 Group X.
9 8 4 7
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Our problem of making units is very much simplified by
the fact that there are four combinations in most groups.
Since we have to give the pupils a feeling of success, it
will be well to start with group I only. Four plus six
is the only unknown combination. This means that they
all know the other nine combinations, consequently, we have
a basis of known facts to start drill with. We must not
limit drill to the unknown combinations lest by lack of
use, some of the known combinations become lost. The one
thing which we must guard against is the introduction of
any one of the 26 combinations into examples before it
has been learned.
Since much of the need for corrective v/ork is due to
individual differences, it is folly to use mass methods.
The class will be divided tnnto small groups and a pupil
moved on to the next group as soon as he has learned all
the facts in one. Differences in rate of learning will
make it possible for some pupils to cover several groups
while others are working on a single group. The teacher
trill have to keep records of the progress of each pupil
from day to day.
Each pupil in a group should be provided with flash
cards of unknown combinations in that group. These cards
should be neatly printed to avoid errors resulting from
pupils trying to make their own. For the purpose of
•
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drill, members of each group should be paired and should
drill each other by using the cards. Thus several groups
will be working at the same time, while the teacher is
free to visit the different groups, or help out with some
difficulties. The drill period should be short. Motivation
should be employed liberally. The teacher will find many
suggestions in "Bulletin, 1925, ITo.43" , but a resourceful
teacher will make up his own games and devices to suit the
needs of the class. Competition should be used cautiously
lest a pupil become discouraged by repeated failure to
come out ahead. In corrective work, the safest competitio
is that in which the pupil competes with himself in trying
to improve his record.
Whether the related facts should be taught at the
same time as the primary facts will depend on the age and
the ability of the pupil. Transfer will take place read-
ily with some children and as soon as they know that two
and three is five they will grasp the idea that twelve
and three is fifteen, twenty-two and three is twenty-five,
etc. To other children , this step will be difficult and
lead to greater confusion. In such cases, it will be wise
to teach all the primary facts and await the development
of mental maturity before upper-decade facts are taught.
This does not mean a delay in the application of the pri-
n
(l)Wilson,G.M., "Motivation in Arithmetic",
Bulletin. 1925. ITo.43. Department of the Interior.
Bureau of Education, V/ashington, D.C.

mary facts in column addition. The teacher will have to
use short columns in which the pupil will not meet higher-
decade facts. For example, in our first lesson involving
only group I, the following examples may be used:-
4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 333
3 2 5 4 5 4 4 34 544
2 3 4 5 2
2
3
1
3
2
53
21
233
112
1 11
As pupils advance to other groups, there will be a greater
choice of combinations in making up problems since all
combinations learned in previous groups may be used for
the purpose of retention. The pupils will have to hold
the "thought" number in mind and this will afford an early
start in training in this skill which affords so much
trouble in more difficult column addition involving the
higher-decade facts.
Unless the pupils make the transfer from the primary
to the upper-decade facts, they will have to be given spe
cial drill. There are two possible approaches. The pupil
may be drilled on the thirty related facts in each group
until they become automatic or he may be taught to apply
the following rules:- In column addition,
l.Each successive partial sum will be either in the
same decade or in the next decade above the previous par-
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tial sum. For example, in the sum 8
5
6
_7
26 7 plus 6 is "13",
"IS" plus 5 will be either in the teens or in the twenties,
it can not go into the thirties. "18" plus 8 will be
either in the teens or in the twenties, it can not go into
the thirties.
2. To determine what decade the next partial sum will
be din, the pupil must know that, if the sum of the two
units digits is ten or more (a double number), the next
partial sum will be in the next higher decade. If the
sum of the two units digits is less than ten (a single
number), the next partial sum will be in the same decade.
Since, in the Wilson system, the upper-decade facts
do not go beyond 39+9, transfer must take place for facts
beyond unless long columns are split into short units.
For an excellent study in transfer of training the teacher
should read Overman's book.^
It must not be inferred that because a pupil can
give an automatic response to upper-decade facts he will
have no difficulty when he meets them in column addition.
It is a much more complicated situation in which the
"thought" number is continually shifting and calls for a
(1) Overman, J.R., An Experimental Study of Certain Fac
tors Affecting Transfer of Training in Arithmetic ,
Baltimore, Warwick & York, Inc., 1931."
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well-developed attention span.
In the corrective work, each pupil will have flash
cards of the upper-decade facts in the group on which he
is working. He will practice by himself and with his
partner. The flash cards should be written in the hori-
zontal form, 23+2. If they are written vertically,
2
23
the child will be inclined to add the "3 M and the "2".
Both forms are artificial, since in actual practice the
"23" is thought and not written.
The final check must be made by the teacher as he
observes the pupil working at the board. A few minutes
spent with each group at board work, while other groups
are practicing at their seats, will reveal to the teacher
whether or not pupils are able to apply their knowledge
of upper-decade races in column addition. The pupil under
observation should proceed orally while those in his group
follow his work. The teacher should take notes as to the
individual pupil's weaknesses, as revealed by board work,
and later transfer them to the pupil's inventory sheet,
Form VIII, page 34. As suggested on page 5, this obser-
vation will enable the teacher to supplement the data
obtained on the "3P" test, page 16.
1•
•
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Thus far we have covered Steps 1 and 2, as outlined
on page 26. Perfection in these two steps will automati-
cally eliminate difficulties in other steps.
Step 3 has to do with "Short columns." Only one
pupil, #9,had difficulty with this step, consequently, we
will not need group treatment of this difficulty. Practice
on the process will have been given in the examples shown
on page 71.
Step 4, "Short columns with zeros", gave trouble to
five pupils. The zero difficulty will have been corrected
in the drill work of the four pupils suggested on page 57,
while Step 3 will have covered short column work.
Step 5, "Two- or three-place addends", gave trouble to
five pupils and a group for drill on that step will be
necessary unless the early drill in Step 1 has taken care
of the fault.
In Step 6, "One-, two-, and three-place addends, zeros,
and gaps", the only new feature is the gaps. Only one
pupil, #4, failed on problems in that step, so no group will
be formed.
In Step 7, "One-, two-, and three-place addends, carry-
ing, sum of left-hand column less than ten", the new ele-
ment is carrying. Ten pupils are listed as having trouble
in this step. The "Diagnostic Summary of Addition Diffi-
culties" on page 34 gives a list of carrying errors. This
<•
•
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list will give the teacher an idea of hov; to arrange drill
to overcome difficulty in carrying.
The pupil should be taught to add the number to be
carried at the beginning of the column thus avoiding the
necessity of writing it. If it is added at once there is
no occasion for forgetting what "carry" was, forgetting to
add "carry", carrying the wrong number. In beginning the
work in carrying, some pupils will get the idea that when
there is more than one column to add there must be some-
thing to carry so they supply a "carry". The supplied
"carry" is usually "1". This follows from the fact that
"1" is the most common "carry", especially in the beginning
work. If, as is advisable, a corrective group is limited
to five addends, the teacher must make up examples which
will use different "carry" numbers. The teacher should
vary the "carry" possibilities of "1", "2", "3", Adding
"carry" twice, adding "carry" part way up the column,
subtracting "carry", carrying units instead of tens digit,
and writing "carry" in the answer, will be eliminated by
drilling to add "carry" at the beginning of the column
and varying the size of "carry".
Step 8, "Columns, Carrying, gaps, zeros, sums to 39+9,"
and Step 9, "Dollars and cents", are projections of the
previous steps making for more complicated application of

the processes involved. If the foundation is well laid,
there should be little difficulty. In our corrective
group there were thirteen pupils having difficulty with
Step 8 and twenty pupils with Step 9. The difficulty was
due to inability to handle upper-decade facts in column
addition. Overcoming this difficulty calls for drill on
Stap 2,, outlined on pages 71-73.
Barring errors caused by physiological handicaps,
the correction of errors due to carelessness presents a
very difficult problem. The pupil's desire to succeed is
the best ally in overcoming carelessness. His desire may
be stimulated by giving him work easy enough to assure
success. "Carelessness is the teacher's excuse; good
teaching will eliminate it' 1 . 1
Although there may be several different groups at
work in a corrective class, it is possible to provide for
competition among groups and not take any pupil outside
the realm of his ability to succeed. The teacher may make
up a set of examples for Groups I, II, and III of the
Wilson system. The examples for group I will contain only
those combinations, which are in that group.
One representative from each group will go to the
board where the examples are written and upon the starting
signal will get the sum as quickly as possible. The
( 1) Wilson, G.t'., Unpublished quotation.
— "-— , —— . - —
teacher should keep score, taking into consideration the
order of finishing and the number of mistakes. Another
group of representatives will be sent to the board to add
three new examples. It will save time if the teacher
has examples for each Group prepared on manilla paper and
tacked on the wall so that as one set of examples is used
it may be torn off and another set exposed. These sheets
may be used several times if they are so located on the
wall that the pupils write the answers on the blackboard.
The following examples will serve as samples for Groups I,
II, and III respectively:-
256 383 903322 634 474433 443 634344 431 982
1 3 5 3 1 1 2 1 3
Note that the second example contains some of the
combinations from Group I as well as new combinations from
from Group II. The third example contains combinations
from Group I and Group II as well as new combinations from
Group III.
. 1
ji—
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An adaptation of the game of "Beano" was met with
great enthusiasm in our corrective group. As soon as all
members of the class have completed Group I, the game may
be played by the entire class. As the class progresses in
learning the 100 facts, new combinations may be intro-
duced. Each member of the class will have on his desk a
card, like the samples on page 79, as well as several
squares of colored paper the size of the squares contain-
ing the sums. The teacher will read combinations from
his list allowing time after each combination for the
pupil to find the sum and cover it with one of the colored
squares. The first pupil who gets a line of squares
reaching the limits of the card, vertically, horizontally,
or diagonally, will say "Beano". The privilege of read-
ing the combinations for the next round goes to the win-
ner. Pupils should exchange cards and the order in which
the combinations are read should be varied at each round.
The combinations should be checked as they are given and
checks should tally with the line of sums on the winner's
card.
The following combinations are for use in the Group
IV, set on page 79:-
5+2=7 35+3=38 15+2=17 15+5=20
38+7=45 35+2=37 35+5=40
rnlali 18+7=25 23+5=28 3+0= 3
rZTo 25+5=30 8+7=15 25+2=27
6+7 13 28+7=35 17+6=23 5+5=10

"Beano" Group IV.
r"
7 12 13 43 10 qcoo 4^3 19 27 21 8 16 2C
38 45 25 30 25 23 3 45 21 30 25 12 13 23
17 37 HH- 15 22 23 16 o c *53 13 15 27 33 10 35
20 40 3 27 13 20 38 40 15 27 17 7 45 12
S 19 10 21 12 13 12 3 30 7 42 23 40 18 27
Nbte:For claesroom use, the cards should be at
least five incfres square and the suras correspond-
ingly large.
The same combinations are used on each card
but the arrangement on the cards varies. Filled
squares illustrate three possible winners.
The final step in group corrective work will be a re-
test on the process steps. The same test, "3P", may be
used or another form may be obtained. Again using the
"Quadrant Placement of Pupils on Time and Error Basis"
chart, page 23, the pupils in Quadrant A may be excused
from the corrective class. Most of the pupils in the
group should be eliminated by this time. The teacher may
now go on with individual corrective work with the re-
maining difficult cases.
Sic 5JC 9fC 3|C 3f£ 9|C ^ 2jC jjc
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CHAPTER IV
INDIVIDUAL DIAGNOSIS
Experience in diagnosing individual pupil's difficul-
ties should enhance a teacher 1 s qualifications for doing
preventive teaching. Realizing the pitfalls, he will know
what to stress in presenting a process to a class of begin-
ners thus preventing contusions amd greatly minimizing, if
not eliminating, the need for corrective work.
The technique of individual diagnosis is well present-
ed byBrueckner in Chapter III of his book entitled "Diag-
nostic and Remedial Teaching in Arithmetic." 1 The first
step is the establishment of rapport. The child who is so
badly off as to need individual attention in arithmetic un-
doubtedly has developed an antipathy for the subject as
well as for any person who is an exponent of that branch
of knowledge. If , as has been suggested above (page 56), a
new teacher has been assigned for corrective work, his
first task will be to sell himself to the pupil. Selling
the subject will follow more easily. Arithmetic need not
be mentioned at tne iirst meeting. The child's interests
should be discovered. Baseball, football, marbles, Indians,
airplanes, etc., may be employed as a means of associating
(l)Brueckner,L.J., Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching
in Arithmetic
. Philadelphia, John C. /inston Co., 1930.
iA * « ™» DfJI cirlC '.c '.J , / a J lit* oWiAJ a i-U
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number work with common interests. The child may be inter-
ested to learn of his advantage over primitive peoples who
kept a record of the number of horses they owned by putting
a pebble into a bag for each horse acquired and taking one
out for each horse sold or lost. Number symbols will take
on new meaning when the child realizes he can represent the
number of marbles he owns by the symbol n8" instead of by
saying, "I have as many marbles as an ostrich has toes."
The length of the period for diagnosing must be deter-
mined by the child's attention. A good rule is to stop
while he is still interested. Taking a cue from the con-
tinued story technique, we should leave off at a point
where the child is desirous of going on.
As in group diagnosis, the "3P" test (page 16) may be
used as a vehicle for discovering how the child works. The
advantage of individual diagnosis over group diagnosis lies
in the fact that the child does his work orally and the
teacher is able to pick out faulty methods at once, instead
of inferring what is giving trouble by analyzing written
work or waiting to catch some error when occasional board
work reveals it. The entire "3P" test need not be done at
one sitting. The oral method will increase the time and
the teacher must be alert to notice to what extent the
pupil has to "warm up" to performance and at what point
(1) Judd, C.H.
,
"Psychological Analysis of the Fundamen-
tals of Arithmetic", Supplementary Educational Mono-
graphs, #32, University of Chicago, 1927.

32
fatigue slows down response.
In diagnosing, the examiner should give no sugges-
tions, show no disapproval, and make no corrections. Sig-
nificant notes should be made as to what the pupil says
and does. He should be encouraged to explain his thought
processes when he pauses. There should be no time ele-
ment in an individual diagnostic test. 1 The oral work
will reveal the causes of slow and cumbersome methods.
The time element, used in a group test, merely indicates
the presence of such methods.
The individual difficulties of the child should be
noted on the "Diagnostic Summary of Addition Difficulties"
sheet, page 34. The teacher should reread pages 35 to 52
above, for the purpose of getting suggestions as to how
to detect the fifty-four difficulties met with in addi-
tion. Available school records as to age, intelligence
quotient, and physiological aspects may be entered on the
"Summary of General Factors" sheet, page 9. The teacher
will be able to add information as to associations, motor
coordination, psychological functioning, and emotional
conflicts, as he works with the child.
(l)Green, C.E. and Buswell,G.T., "Testing, Diagnosis, and
Remedial Work in Arithmetic", Twenty-ninth Year Book of
the National Society for the Study of Education . Public
School Publishing Company, 1930, pp. 269-316.
i
As in group diagnosis, an inventory of primary facts
must be made. Flash cards may be employed but a much more
convenient device is the "Magic Circle". This consists of
a cardboard disk mounted between two pieces of cardboard
which have windows cut in them to allow one combination
at a time to show through from the disk. One side of the
disk has printed on it the 50 easier combinations, given
in the "3A" test(page 30), and the other side the 50 dif-
ficult and zero combinations, given in the "3E" test (page
31). The disk should be of white material and the outer
cardboard of gray. A red line should be drawn at some
point on the disk which passes the windows to let the ex-
aminer know when the circle has been completed. By having
two windows on each side of the device, all combinations
may be included on the one disk, thus avoiding the neces-
sity of handling 100 separate flash cards. Time is saved
and there is no danger of losing a combination. A small
part of the disk is allowed to extend beyond the cardboard
on ene side so that it may be turned by the finger. Small
metal eyelets should be inserted in the center of the disk
and the two covers, with a brass paper fastener put through
to hold the parts together. The combinations should be so
placed around the disk that a blank space appears after
each combination. A diagram for constructing the "Magic
Circle" is given on page 84.

Form XI,
"MAGIC CIRCLE"
O CO
One half actual size.
One corner of the upper cardboard has been removed
to show the number arrangement on the disk.
Sample of cover:-

In using the "Magic Circle", the teacher sits beside
the pupil and rotates the disk as fast as the sums axe
given. A combination which is missed or on which the pupil
hesitates, is recorded for further check or drill. Yftien
an answer is given after some hesitation, the teacher
should ask the pupil how he got the answer. If the pupil'
confidence has been won, he will reveal cumbersome methods
as listed under"Crutches or Aids", page 34. The teacher
must regulate the speed of rotating the disk by the reac-
tion of the pupil. The nervous child will have his re-
sponses blocked by the pressure of time. Others will be
stimulated to increase mental activity by increased speed
in showing the combinations. Passing the combinations by
the window and resting on a blank space until the response
comes, will give training in visualizing which is an aid
in developing ability to hold the "thought" number in
mind in column addition.
After the unknown combinations have been listed, it
will be well to check them again at the next meeting. Cup
individual case pupil missed twenty-eight combinations on
the first inventory, but when he was checked on the twenty-
eight the next day, it was found that he knew all but ten.
The following comments were noted after observing this
pupil at work on the "3P" test: -"Attention span very poor
Visualization poor. Can not carry 'thought 1 number.
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Difficulty in bridging tens. 14+8=28
Inverts combinations. 6 2
2 6
Gets unknown facts from known:- (7+4)=(7+5-l) ".
The general diagnosis of this pupil's difficulty was:-
"Immaturity, resulting in confusion because of placement
of subject matter before lis mind could handle it."
Following the check on the 28 addition facts, these
comments were noted:- "Upon checking the 28 primary facts
which E.J. missed, it was found that he knew all but ten,69568677795869684897_.
Evidently his attention span was the cause of his missing
the other 18. Seven of these combinations, listed above,
are in the fourth quadrant. Evidently these combinations
have had less use in his experience than others. All ten
facts give sums above 10 and reveal his initial difficulty
in bridging."
Complete diagnosis will not result from the first few
conferences designed especially for that purpose. After
corrective work is started, based on the revealed difficul-
ties, the teacher will discover further causes of trouble.
For example, in B.J's. case, a drill lesson was planned to
give practice in adding one-, two-, and three-digit numbers.
The one-digit columns were added easily, he had to be
helped in adding two-digit columns, and the three-digit

columns were not even attempted. Very low attention span
made it necessary to limit the work to one-digit columns
until the boy gained coni*iaence through success and asked
for two-digit columns.
Attention span is a factor which should receive more
consideration than has been given in the past. It is the
cause of many individual failures in a system of mass in-
struction. Some brains, like some bodies, are incapable of
prolonged activity. In the realm of mental activity, as in
physical activity, we have the sprinters and the marathon-
ers. As the heart has to have alternate periods of rest
and activity, so the mind must stop at intervals for rest.
The length of time which the mind can be applied to a task
at hand, varies with individuals and the nature of the task
"LIuch of error * * * may be the direct and protective out-
come of a disregard for the periodicity of the output of
energy during work periods of a few minutes' duration." 1
In adding up a column v/hich is too long for the attention
span of the pupil, the brain gets tired, stops to rest, and
unless the child has learned some trick methods of retain-
ing the last partial sum, he forgets it and has to start
to add again, only to have the experience repeated.
Many of the fifty-four addition difficulties (page 34) may
(1) Knight, F.B. and Ford, 3., "Temporary Lapses in Ability
and JSrror in Arithmetic", Elementary School Journal
.
#32, October, 1931, p. 124.
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be the result of a low attention span. A child may know
all the primary and related facts but fail in them when
the column for adding is too long or when there are too
many columns. The position of a combination in an example
is a factor in error because of attention span. Two plus
three in the first column may be much easier than two plus
three in the second or third columns when the pupil's brain
tires easily. 1 Attention span may be determined by in-
creasing the length of the column to be added until the
pupil's score starts to break down. 2 For example, the pu-
pil may be given ten examples of four single digit addends
the first day. The second day the examples will contain
five addends and so on until the score starts to drop.
That we expect children to handle examples in addition
which go far beyond what they will meet in life situations
is pointed out by Wilson. "Simple problems are the rule-
problems involving two, three, four, and seldom more than
five addends.
A study by Wilson and Porter shows that improper goals
curriculum, and methods are the causes of the difficulty
which Knight and Ford attribute to attention span.4
(1) Knight and Ford, op. cit.
(2) Ballenger,H.L., "Overcoming Some Addition Difficulties",
Journal of Educational Research . Feb. , 1926, pp. 111-117.
(3)Wilson, G.LI. , What Arithmetic Shall We Teach , p. 20.
(4) Wilson,G.IvI. and Porter, "In the Useful Fundamentals of
Arithmetic is it Possible to Overcome Temporary Lapses in
Ability Leading to Steady Increase in Error?" =====
Unpublished article.
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CHAPTER V
INDIVIDUAL CORRECTIVE METHODS
The advantage of individual corrective work over the
group method lies in the fact that progress may be made as
fast as the child overcomes his various difficulties.
The same general procedure should be followed, as is out-
lined in Chapter III, except that the teacher will use the
"Diagnostic Summary of Addition Difficulties" (page 34)
as a basis for correction instead of the "Error Frequency
in Process Steps '3P 1 Test" (page 26). A different type
of motivation will be necessary.
Roantree and Taylor give some valuable suggestions in
their book, "An Arithmetic for Teachers". 1 They suggest
that the younger the child the more often it will be ne-
cessary to change the nature of the work, as a young child
tires quickly of one procedure. Further suggestions are
that drill should last from two to ten minutes, that there
be activity but no haste, and that devices appealing to the
eye and ear be employed. Further suggestions from Sister
Kramer 2 are to the effect that short periods are better
than long periods because the child is more attentive,
(1) Roantree,W.F. and Taylor, Mary S.,
An Arithmetic for Teachers . N.Y., MacMillan Co., 1925.
(2) Sister Kramer, op.cit.
j- __________—______

alert, and efficient; practice periods should be distrib-
uted rather than concentrated; visual presentation is bet-
ter than auditory; and older children will retain more than
the younger children.
Using the list of unknown primary facts, the teacher
should present a few at a time and also make sure that
known facts do not fade out through disuse. The known
facts will form the material for examples into which the
new facts will be introduced as they are learned. It is
advisable that the pupil do all his work under the super-
vision of the teacher so that errors will not go uncor-
rected. If the child strikes some combination which is
unusually difficult for him to learn, it is sometimes
helpful to have the combination displayed in his room at
home where he will see it frequently. A sample is shown
on page 91. The "Magic Circle", or flash cards, may be used
for drill purposes and the pupil should have frequent
reviews of the addition facts. The teacher should give the
answers to unknown combinations or those on which the pupil
hesitates.
For the purpose of motivated drill, the "Target Game"
may be used to advantage as soon as the pupil has mastered
all of the addition facts. The concentric rings of the
target are numbered as shown in the sample on page 92.
The teacher and the pupil may play the game. Each in

Form XII
91
Flash card for display in pupil's home.

turn closes his eyes and brings his pencil down onto the
target, trying for a "Bull's Eye". The number in the ring
touched by the pencil is recorded as a score. The pupil
should act as score keeper. He must add, in his head, each
successive score to the last one appearing on the score
card. The first one to get a score of fifty wins the round.
This game gives practice in primary facts, related facts,
and bridging. The teacher may modify the game by changing
the numbers to upper-decades. In this case, it will not be
possible for the child to do the adding each time, but he
should put down five successive scores and then get the sum.
This will give him practice in adding two-digit addends.
Form XIII. "Target Game"

CONCLUSION
The aim of this work has been three-fold: -To help
children who are in a state of confusion in arithmetic,
to give teachers a scheme of diagnostic and corrective
methods, and to train better arithmetic teachers through
riving them an understanding of the difficulties which
pupils meet in addition.
Success in corrective work will depend on keeping
careful records so that progress may be measured, plann-
ing units of work small enough to coincide with the abil-
ity of the pupils, reviewing in order to keep all facts
learned, motivating to stimulate the will to work, and
assuring success by lightening the burden to match the ma-
turity of the learner.
Finally, the teacher who is doing corrective work must
be the personification of patience. He must guard against
the desire to show results in a short time at the expense
of more confusion to the pupil. There will be days when
past efforts seem to have bom no fruit but patience will
be rewarded by a new light in the eyes of pupils, who,
through cooperation with an understanding and sympathetic
teacher, have come to a realization of a new power and a
sense of security.
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DIAGNOSTIC SUMMARY OF ADDITION DIFFICULTIES
Name # 1 Grade 4B Date Mar. 15. 1935
Age 8 M .A. 3-9 I.Q. 106
BACKGROUND SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES
1. Unknown primary facts
2. Unknown uoper- decade facts
Confusions: - CARELESSNESS
3. Zeros . . . 29. Guesses at sums
4. Gaps 30. Omits 1 or more digits?**
5. Money addition 31. Misplaces units digit....
6. Dollar signs 32. Forgets "thought" number.
7. Decimal points **** 33. Shifts column
Procedure difficulties:- 34. Misreads numbers
8. Starts part way up. 35. Loses places in column...
9. Subtracts 36. Adds digit twice
10. Multiplies 37. Omits one column
11. Retraces 38. Error in writing answer..
12. Adds horizontally 39. Error in copying
13. Starts at left *.*.** 40. Omits tens digit in last
14. Adds up..... column sum
15. Adds down 41. Reverses digits in ans. .
CRUTCHES OR AIDS CARRYING ERRORS
16.Writes carried number*** 42. Adds "carry' 1 at top..?*?*
17.Writes partial sums 43. Forgets what " carry"was .
.
18. Uses scratch pad 44.^orgets to add "carry"...
19.Uses plus sign 45. Carries wrong number.??**
20. Adds orally 46. Supplies a "carry"
21. Counts ?*** 47. Adds "carry" twice
22. Inverts combinations.... 48. Adds ''carry part way up
2 3. Groups combinations the column
24. Splits numbers 49. Subtracts "carry"
25. Multiplies , subtracts. .. . 50. Carries units digit
26. Multiolies ,adds 51.Writes "carry" in ans. ..
27. Adds /subtracts UPPER DECADE DIFFICULTIES
28 .Subtracts ,adds 52 .bridging. .
53.Advances decades.........
,
_ m<immB 54. Drops back decades
COMMENTS . .WWrP&TO
Unknown facts;- 687695986k^fc?897998489
• •••••• ••••• • A • * • • • • • • • • • • **« • • • v»» • • •
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DIAGNOSTIC SUMMARY OF ADDITION DIFFICULTIES
Name #3 Grade 4B Date Mar. 15,1935
Age 9 M .A. m-3 I.Q. 100
BACKGROUND SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES
1. Unknown primary facts 77598
a a a 7 7
2. Unknown uoper-decade facts
Confusions: - CARELESSNESS
5. Zeros . . . ?.*.*7 29. Guesses at sums ????.
4. Gaps 30. Omits 1 or more digits??.
5. Money addition 31.Misplaces units digit...*
6. Dollar signs 32. Forgets "thought" number.
7. Decimal points 33. Shifts column
Procedure difficulties:- 34. Misreads numbers
8. Starts part way up 35. Loses places in column...
9. Subtracts 36. Adds digit twice
10. Multiplies. ..*.*.*.* 37 . Omit s one column
11.Retraces 38. Error in writing answer..
12. Adds horizontally 39.Error in copying
13. Starts at left 40. Omits tens digit in last
14. Adds up column sum.....???*
15. Adds down 41. Reverses digits in ans. .
CRUTCHES OR AIDS CARRYING ERRORS
16.Writes carried number... 42. Adds "carry l! at top
17.Writes partial sums 43. Forgets what "carry"was..
18. Uses scratch pad 44.^'orgets to add "carry"???
19. Uses plus sign 45. Carries wrong number
20. Adds orally 46.SuDplies a "carry" •
21. Counts f.*.*.* 47. Adds " carry" twice...????
22. Inverts combinations.... 48. Adds ''carry 1 ' part way up
2 3. Groups combinations the column •
24. Splits numbers. 49. Subtracts "carry"
25 . Multiplies , subtracts, .. . 50. Carries units digit
26. MultiDlies ,adds 51.Writes "carry" in ans. ..
27. Adds, subtracts UPPER DECADE DIFFICULTIES
28. Subtracts, adds 52 . bridging .*.*.*.*
53. Advances decades
54. Drops back decades...????
comments . . Eyes.?
Guesses, under, pressure, of a time, test.
ftWts. in. bridging.
ft emafl
• r.-QL. «A.M * <jfl|
lib eJliuj eeo£lcr8iM«I£ •» • • •
lona.et ^IIj
e:*lmO.O* ..........
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DIAGNOSTIC SUMMARY OF ADDITION DIFFICULTIES
Name £5 Grade 4A Date Mar. 15,1935.
Age 3 M .A. 3-9 I.Q. 100
BACKGROUND SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES
1. Unknown primary facts 9 4 q
.fi 9 9 1
2. Unknown upper- decade facts
a 3 4 5 6
Confus ions ;-
3. Zeros
-ttttl
4. Gaps
5. Money addition ..
6. Dollar signs
7. Decimal points
Procedure difficulties;-
8. Starts part way up.... .
.
9. Subtracts. .......
10. Multiplies
11.Retraces
12. Adds horizontally
13. Starts at lef
t
t .
14. Adds up . .
15. Adds down.
CRUTCHES OR AIDS
16.Writes carried number. .
17.Writes partial sums*....
18. Uses scratch pad..
19.Uses plus sign ,
20. Adds orally
21 . Counts •
22rflnverts combinations....
23. Groups combinations
24. Splits numbers
25 . Multiplies , subtracts*. .
2 6. Multiplies ,adds
27. Adds , subtracts
28 .Subtracts ,adds
COMMENTS
cARircEgsmgg
29. Guesses at sums
30. Omits 1 or more digits...
31^Misplaces units digit....
32. Forgets "thought" number.
33. Shifts column
34. Misreads numbers
.
35. Loses places in column...
36. Adds digit twice
37. Omits one column,
38. Error in writing ^swe^^
39. Error in copying
40. Omits tens digit in last
column sum. . b
41. Reverses digits in ans.
.
CARRYING ERRORS
42. Adds "carry' 1 at top. .*???
43. Forgets what "carry"was..
44. ^orgets to add "carry"..*
45. Carries wrong number
46. Supplies a "carry". •
47. Adds "carry" twice
48. Adds ''carry" part way up
the column
49. Subtracts "carry"
50. Carries units digit......
51.Writes "carry" in ans. ..
UPPER DECADE DIFFICULTIES
52. bridging.
53. Advances decades
,
54. Drops back decades
100
9
facts
#
l,Magic Circle'/ 5 min. 20^ seconds.
7 8 9
n.l e;
100
DIAGNOSTIC SUMMARY OF ADDITION DIFFICULTIES
Name #8 _____ Grade 5B Date Mar. 15,1935.
Age 11 M . A. in I.Q.
BACKGROUND SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES
1. Unknown primary facts
2. Unknown uooer- decade facts
cak__ESSNESSConfusions: -
3. Zeros 29. Gue sses at sums
4. Gaps 30. Omits 1 or more digits...
5. Money addition 31. Misplaces units digit....
6. Dollar signs 32. Forgets "thought" number.
7. Decimal points 33. Shifts column...
Procedure difficulties: - 34. Misreads numbers
8. Starts part way up..."... 35. Loses places in column...
9, Subtracts . 36. Adds digit twice, ,
10. Multiplies . . 37. Omits one column....
11.Retraces 38. Error in writing answer,.
12. Adds horizontally 39. Error in copying
13. Starts at left 40. Omits tens digit in last
14. Adds up.... column sum
15. Adds down > 41.Reverses digits in ans. •
CRUTCHES OR AIDS CARRYING ERRORS
16.Writes carried number... 42. Adds "carry" at top
17.Writes partial sums 43. Forgets what " carry"was .
.
18. Uses scratch pad 44. forgets to add "carry",.,
19.Uses plus sign 45. Carries wrong number.....
20. Adds orally* 46. Supplies a "carry"..!,....
21. Counts 47. Adds "carry" twice
22. Inverts combinations.... 48. Adds "carry part way up
2 3. Groups combinations the column.
24. Splits numbers 49. Subtracts "carry"
25. Multiplies , subtracts. .. . 50. Carries units digit *
26. Multiolies ,adds 51.Writes "carry" in ans. • *
27. Adds, subtracts UPPER DECADE DIFFICULTIES
28 .Subtracts
,
adds 52 .bridging. „ . .
53. Advances decades
54. Drops back decades.......
COMMENTS
b
lOO^facts^ "Magic^ Circle*1 4 min. 6 seconds.
Excused from corrective class •
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DIAGNOSTIC SUMMARY OF ADDITION DIFFICULTIES
Name #9 Grade 6 DateMar.15, 1935.
Age 11 M . A . 10-1 I.Q. 90
BACKGROUND SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES
1. Unknown primary facts
2. Unknown upper- decade Facts
Confusions:- CARELESSNESS
8. Starts part way up. 35. Loses places in column...
CRUTCHES OR AIDS CARRYING ERRORS
16.Writes carried number... 42. Adds "carry 1 ' at top
17.Writes partial sums..... 43. Forgets what " carry"was.
•
22. Inverts combinations.... 48. Adds *' carry" part way up
25. Multiplies , subtracts. .. . 50. Carries units digit......
100 facts "Magic Circle" 3 minutes.
Excused from corrective class.
• . . run
S DC
• • •
• • *
• • • •
. . .
SljLt
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Name
DIAGNOSTIC SUMMARY OF ADDITION DIFFICULTIES
# 17 Grade 6C Date Mar. 15, 1935,
Age 12 M .A. 1-2-11 I.Q. 103
BACKGROUND SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES
1. Unknown primary facts . ..
see comments below.
2. Unknown upper- decade facts
Confusions: - CARELESSNESS
3. Zeros 29. Guesses at sums
4. Gaps 30. Omits 1 or more digits*.**
5. Money addition 31.Misplaces units digit*...
6. Dollar signs 32. Forgets "thought" number.
7. Decimal points 33. Shifts column
Procedure difficulties:- 34. Misreads numbers
8. Starts part way up* 35. Loses places in column...
9. Subtracts. f 36. Adds digit twice,
10. Multiplies. 37. Omits one column...
11.Retraces 38.Error in writing answer..
12. Adds horizontally 39>Error in copying .*.*.*.*
13. Starts at left , 40. Omits tens digit in last
14. Adds up column sum
15. Adds down 41.Reverses digits in ans.
.
CRUTCHES OR AIDS CARRYING ERRORS
16.Writes carried number. . . 42. Adds "carry' 1 at top, . ,*.*.*.*
17.Writes partial sums 43. Forgets what " carry"was.
.
18. Uses scratch pad 44. forgets to add 11 carry" .*.*.*
19.Uses plus sign 45. Carries wrong number
20. Adds orally..... 46. Supplies a "carry"
21. Counts... 47. Adds "carry" twice....*.*.**
22. Inverts combinations.... 48. Adds carry" part way up
23. Groups combinations..... the column
24. Splits numbers 49. Subtracts "carry"
25.Multiplies , subtracts. .. . 50. Carries units digit.. *.*.**
26. MultiDlies ,adds 51.Writes "carry" in ans. ..
27 . Adds , subtracts UPPER DECADE DIFFICULTIES
'
28. Subtracts ,adds.. 52 .bridging
,
53. Advances decades
54. Drops back decades
COMMENTS
6 $34574567678938
........ .7. . A . £l . .7. . £k . .5 . SX . .7. . .5. . .4 . & . . .3 • .8, . K^ . .
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BOSTON UNiyERSITY
"THE MATHIC CIRCLE" P'iJL
1 1719 02350 3628
"The Mathic Circle" is a device for testing knowledge of the 390 primary com-
binations in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.
CRITERIA USED IN THE SELECTION AND
ARRANGEMENT OF NUMBER COMBINATIONS
The arrangement of 50 combinations on each side of the disc (50 and 4C
in division) is purely mechanical as is the arrangement of 20 combinations in
series "1" and "3", and 30 combinations in series "2" and "4".
The selection of the 50 easier combinations in series "1" and "2" is
based on the hypothesis, somewhat substantiated by experiment, that the com-
binations involving the larger numbers are more difficult. This is undoubted-
ly due to the fact that the smaller numbers come more within the experience
of children. There is some evidence to show that combinations involving
doubles, 8-t-8«16, 8x8*64, 16-8*8, 64?8"8, are learned easily. Consequently,
these combinations are placed with the easier facts. Since a child generally
has difficulty with all zero combinations or none, the combinations involving
zero have been placed with the harder facts, on the theory that most children
know the zero combinations and their presence among the harder combinations
will give encouragement through the element of success. An effort has been
made to arrange the combinations in such an order that an answer will not be
obtained from the previous adjacent answer. The sequence of combinations on
the division disc was taken from the multiplication disc, the product being
divided by the multiplier. The order has been changed occasionally to avoid
the adjacent repetition of a divisor or a quotient.
# IT IS OPERATED
By placing a finger on the edge of the disc which extends beyond the
holder, move the disc to the left until the figure "1" or the figure "3" on
a black background appears in the window at the top. ("1" appears on one
side and "3" on the other.)
Starting at "1", turn the disc (ALWAYS TO THE LEFT) until the first
combination appears at the window. Continue to turn the disc as answers are
given until the "1" again appears at the window. You have now seen the 20
combinations in series "1".
Turn to the window at the right, and the first combination in series
"2" will be seen. Continue to turn the disc until the figure "2" appears.
You have now seen the 30 combinations in series "2" and have completed the
50 easier facts.
Turn the holder over and the first combination in series "3" will be
in the window at the top (where the disc protrudes). When figure "3" appears
the first combination in series "4" will be in the window at the right.
When the figure "4" appears all combinations have been exposed.
COVER THE WINDOW NOT IN USE
ALWAYS TURN THE DISC TO THE LEFT
Whenever the answer to a combination is not given immediately, record
that combination as not known. Do not allow time for counting or for getting
the answer by some trick method.
EDWARD SOLES, Ed. M.
862 Longmeadow Stree4-
Springfield, Massachus
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